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•  Locations: Tuscany, Umbria, Lake Garda (including
Verona Opera), Sicily, Florence, Venice.

•  Fully organised holidays including airport transfers, 
tuition, excellent accommodation, dinners/lunches with 
wine and excursions. 

•  Professional tutors teaching all levels of  ability and in all 
media. Equipment provided.

•  Cooking lessons and other activities available for
non-painting partners.

•  Perfect holiday for solo travellers.

•  All guests occupy a comfortable double room (no sharing) 
with en-suite facilities. No single supplement charged.

“Excellent sums it up. This was one of  my 
best ever holidays. The painting tuition was 
fantastic. Thank you for organising every 
detail. It was splendid...!” - Sicily

Painting In Italy

paintinginitaly.com • Freephone: 0808 1185 729 • Email: info@paintinginitaly.com

Painting In Italy

paintinginitaly.com • Freephone: 0808 1185 729 • Email: info@paintinginitaly.com

• Locations: Tuscany, Umbria, Lake Garda including 
(Verona Opera), Sicily, Florence, Venice.

• Fully organised holidays including airport transfers, 
tuition, excellent accommodation, dinners/lunches 
including wine and excursions with a professional guide.

• Professional tutors teaching all levels of  ability and in  
all media.

• Cooking lessons and other activities available for  
non-painting partners.

• Perfect holiday for solo travellers.

• All guests occupy a comfortable double room  
(no sharing) with en suite facilities. No single  
supplement charged.

“Excellent sums it up. This was one of my best ever 
holidays. The painting tuition was fantastic. Thank 
you for organising every detail. It was splendid...!” - 
Sicily WINNER 2018
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FEBRUARY 2019

As we move into the dark days of

winter, now is a good time to put on

the kettle, stoke up the fire and enjoy

long, leisurely sessions over the drawing board. There always 

seems to be more time to work through tasks over the winter

months and it’s the perfect season to review what you’ve

accomplished so far and think about what you really want to

achieve with your painting in the year ahead. Why not take time 

to sort out your colours, brushes and tools, practise techniques you

want to ‘master’, begin a new sketchbook dated 2019 and make 

a wish list of materials, books, exhibitions and more. Stretch

yourself by trying a new medium, technique, style or subject. 

You will progress faster if you make time for painting regularly 

and, with this in mind, Steve Strode challenges you to take on a

drawing or painting task every day for the entire month of January

(pages 16 to 18). We can guarantee that if you follow his advice, 

you will be a more confident and fluent painter at the end of it! If

you follow Steve’s challenges, please write and let me know how 

you got on, what worked and what didn’t, and how you progressed

over the month. 

For those of you who have missed your readers’ letters’ pages 

over the past couple of months, they will resume with next month’s

issue. We value your opinions, ideas, tips and questions, and some

of our best new series in 2019 originated from your requests. We’re

here to help you make the most of your drawing and painting time

so keep the letters coming and we will continue to share your

experiences with fellow readers – and respond to your requests with

practical articles and demonstrations. 

Wishing you a creative and happy year ahead,

INGRID LYON Editor

MARCH 2019 issue on sale 25 January

Welcome
from the editor
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22 Colour and light
Brighten up a winter’s day by working from a
summer holiday snap in line and wash, with
Tony Underhill

26 Painting project
Part 2 Colin Steed completes his misty coastal
scene in watercolour

28 Animals in focus
Tips and techniques for painting animals in
pastel, with Estelle Robinson 

31 Figures in watercolour
Part 2 How to incorporate larger-scale figures 
in your paintings, with Brian Smith

36 Coloured pencil basics
Part 2 Judith Heilbronn Crown covers mark
making, colour layering and erasing methods 

40 A prelude to pastel
Follow Tim Fisher’s working process as he
paints a pastel scene, from compositional
sketch to finished painting 

44 Welcome to the dark side
More adventures in the world of scratchboard,
with Jenny Dalleywater 

48 Adrian Hill
Meet the Leisure Painter Award winner from last
year’s Open Competition, Adrian Hill 

FEATURES

12 More than just paintings
Claudia Myatt demonstrates how to use
both planning and playfulness to create
lively designs in watercolour 

16 Your 31-day challenge
Follow Steve Strode’s advice to find
inspiration and creative ideas throughout
the month of January

19 The perfect vista
Graham Laughton demonstrates how to
paint a landscape in gouache 
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IN EVERY ISSUE

7 Diary
Things to do this month

8 Exhibitions
Some of the best shows 
around the country

73 Books
The latest practical art books 
are reviewed

75 Art clubs
News, highlights, exhibition
listings and ‘best in show’ gallery

78 Online gallery
Jane Stroud chooses a landscape
in oils from PaintersOnline

Contents
19

On the cover
Estelle Robinson Winter’s Pride,
pastel, 161⁄2x111⁄2in. (42x30cm). 
Learn how to paint animals in 
pastel on pages 28 to 30

Contents
FEBRUARY 2019

331

40
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51 Beauty in the detail
Follow tips and techniques for painting hellebores in all their
natural beauty, by Catherine Harriyott 

54 Coastal reflections
How to paint a breaking wave and reflections in wet sand in
acrylics, with Elena Parashko

57 Winter warmer
Part 2 Colin Joyce completes his Italian back street in watercolour 

60 Studies in the landscape
Part 2 How to draw rocks, stones, cliffs and mountains using a 
variety of pen and ink techniques, with Anne Kerr

64 Let’s start with art
Part 2 First steps with coloured pencils, by Linda Birch

67 Beginners’ acrylics
How to paint impasto semi-abstract flowers, with Matthew Evans 

OFFERS, NEWS AND COMPETITIONS

10 How to enter this year’s TALP Open Competition

43 Enjoy money-saving offers when you subscribe to LP

66 Paint in Symi with artist, Haidee-Jo Summers

71 Win ProcolourTM Liquid Acrylics, worth £34 

74 Special offers on Search Press books
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Ann Mortimer View from the
Window, watercolour sketch, A4.
Be inspired to fill your own winter
journal following advice from Ann

t

Mike Rollins Before the Squall,
acrylic on canvas, 16x20in.
(40x50cm). Learn how to create
drama in your landscapes

t

ON SALE 25 JANUARY

n NEW SERIES How to
paint with acrylics, 
by Steve Strode 

n NEW SERIES Sketch
animals from life, 
with Liz Chaderton 

n How to fill a winter
journal/sketchbook   

n Develop your drawing
skills with pen and ink
techniques

n Draw flowers in
coloured pencil

n How to build tonal
contrast in your
watercolour paintings

n First steps to painting 
a portrait of a dog 

n Develop your
understanding 
of gouache  

n Loosen up your style
with oils

n How to paint a vignette

n How to create drama 
in your landscapes

n AND MUCH MORE!

Coming 
next month

You’ll find a plethora of step-by-step tutorials
and demonstrations, tips, techniques and advice
for drawing and painting in next month’s issue!

LEISURE PAINTER 
ON-SALE DATES
Issue On sale
March 25 January
April 22 February
May 22 March

361

0
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Pro Arte's
all round

best seller  

Stocked by
all good

art shops! 

Everywhere

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Pro Arte, Park Mill, Brougham Street, Skipton, BD23 2JN 
Tel 01756 792929 • Fax 01756 790909

admin@proarte.co.uk • www.proarte.co.uk

BINDERS
binders take a complete

volume of 13 issues and have no loose clips
or rods. In a matter of seconds you can insert
or extract a copy – just slide it on or off the
sprung cord. The binders are robust and
attractively covered in a mulberry leather
effect finish with gold-lettered spines. 

Order online at www.painters-online.co.uk/store or call
+44(0)1580 763673 or send your name and address with a

cheque, made payable to TAPC Ltd, to Leisure Painter 
63-65 High Street, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6BD

Protect your copies of                             and
build up your own art study library at home

Prices (including VAT and p&p)

UK £7.95 or two for £15 
Europe £14  Rest of world £16

Only
£7.95
inc VAT & 

p&p

LP Binder ad 2_Layout 1  19/09/2018  10:45  Page 1

www.artsuppl ies .co.uk

GREAT DISCOUNTS     UNBEATABLE SERVICE

* See shipping policy for full details    † No minimum spend, one use for new customers only

 tel: 01204 690 114            email: sales@artsupplies.co.uk                              

 facebook.com/KenBromleyArt  L @KenBromleyArt    

FREE
shipping on orders

over £40 to UK mainland*

READER 
O F F E R

£5
OFF †

LPMF5your first order 
when you quote:

Demonstrations to 
Art Societies by a Professional

Artist of Caran d’Ache Artists’ Materials *
Demonstrations of the wide ranges of 

Caran d’Ache products including pencils, pastels, crayons, 
Graphite Line, Luminance 6901 permanent colour pencils and 

Museum Aquarelle water-soluble pencils showing 
the versatility and techniques of these quality 

Swiss-made products.

* Subject to local artist availability in area. 

We are currently seeking Artists/Demonstrators

For details call: 020 8381 7000 or write to:
Jakar International Ltd, 410 Centennial Ave.

Centennial Park, Elstree, WD6 3TJ
or email maria@jakar.co.uk

15-18 Jun    Marine Scenes in Watercolour

PASTEL PENCILS: the essen� al colours in three assor� ents

Caran d’Ache extends its pastel range with three new assor� ents of 12, 20 and 40 colours 
composed exclusively of Pastel Pencils.

Care� lly selected by leading pastel ar� sts, these new assor� ents are intended for both be� nners and 
experienced amateur or professional ar� sts, for preliminary work and detailed fi nishing.

Caran d’Ache. Swiss Made excellence since 1915.

For addi� onal informa� on and stockists please contact: JAKAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel: 020 8445 6376 email: info@jakar.co.uk

carandache.com

Jakar_Pastels_Pastel_Pencils_A4_GB.indd   1 20/10/15   15:52
p76_lpdec15.indd   1 23/10/2015   16:31:35

p06_lpfeb19.indd   6 11/12/2018   11:34:50
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Diary
THINGS TO DO THIS MONTH
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Become involved 
n Coastival 2019
The theme for Scarborough’s Coastival Arts Festival this
year, marking its 10th anniversary, from 22 to 24
February, will be time. The event organisers are
encouraging local artists to prepare for the theme ahead
of the festival. For more information on how you can 
get involved, visit www.coastival.com

n TALP 2019 Open
Entries are now invited to Leisure Painter’s annual open
competition, TALP 2019 Open, in partnership with
Patchings Art Centre. Open to all amateur artists, entries
must be submitted online in the first instance via
www.painters-online.co.uk. The exhibition of selected
work goes on show at Patchings Art Centre from 11 July
to 11 August. The submissions deadline is 12 April. Full
details can be found on pages 10 and 11 of this issue. 

Make your own lino print with Celia Lewis at a one-day workshop at
The Watts Gallery

t

Lydia Bauman The Plaza Blanca near Abiquiu, mixed media on paper, 12x16in.
(30.5x40.5cm)

t

Meet the artist
This spring artist, Lydia Bauman, will be showing a series of works
resulting from her journey across New Mexico in search of the
landscapes of Georgia O’Keeffe. Lydia Bauman: Looking for Georgia is
at the Mall Galleries in London from 25 February to 2 March. There will
be opportunities to meet the artist as she gives her own tours at
various times throughout the exhibition. Check the website for details.
These tours are free; there’s no need to book. Look out also for the
Coffee Morning with Sketching Georgia O’Keeffe style on Thursday 28
February (10am to 12 noon), to which visitors are invited to take along
their own sketchbook and pencils and enjoy sketching, drawing, and
of course, coffee with other artists. Finally, on 1 March, 1pm, Lydia will
give an illustrated talk. Tickets are £10. For full details and to book go
to www.mallgalleries.org.uk/whats-on/events 

IN THE FRAME
Plants & pollinators
The Easton Walled Garden in Grantham, Lincolnshire will 
be hosting its second botanical art exhibition, featuring the
work of Dawn Wright and Val Littlewood. The exhibition,
which takes place in the beautiful coach house, runs in
conjunction with Snowdrop Week, from 16 February, and
will continue until 17 March. The works on show will focus
on the lives of bees and the plants they pollinate. Find out
more at www.visiteaston.co.uk

Val Littlewood The Large Garden Bumble Bee (detail), dry-brush
watercolour, 101⁄4x101⁄4in. (26x26cm)

t

Lino printing
Artist, Celia Lewis, will be running a day course in Lino
Printing at The Watts Gallery Artists’ Village, near Guildford
on Saturday 26 January, 10am to 1pm and 2 to 5pm. Celia
will show you how to design, colour mix and print an
original artwork for framing, inspired by her drawings of
fruit bowls, jellies and more. For information on this, and
other courses running at the gallery, and to book, visit
www.wattsgallery.org.uk

LP Feb 2019 Diary p7_News 1st  10/12/2018  13:26  Page 6
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Exhibitions
JANE STROUD RECOMMENDS

LONDON
n Bankside Gallery
48 Hopton Street SE1. 020 7928 7521;
www.banksidegallery.com
‘Mini Picture Show’, until 20 January. 
‘Be Part of Art’: work on show by the RWS
Diploma Collection alongside work by
current members, 30 January to 3 February.
‘Society of Wood Engravers’, 5 to 24
February.

n Dulwich Picture Gallery
Gallery Road SE21. 020 8693 5254;
www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk
‘Ribera: Art of Violence’, until 27 January.
‘Harald Sohlberg: Painting Norway’, 
13 February to 2 June. 

n Mall Galleries
The Mall SW1. 020 7930 6844;
www.mallgalleries.org.uk
‘FBA Futures 2019’, 8 to 19 January. ‘The
Pastel Society’: annual exhibition, 5 to 16
February. ‘The Wapping Group of Artists
2019: London and its River’, 25 February to
2 March. ‘Looking for Georgia: New Mexico
in the Footsteps of Georgia O’Keeffe’,
featuring paintings by Lydia Bauman 
and photographs by Karl E Dudman, 
25 February to 2 March.

n National Army Museum
Royal Hospital Road SW3. 020 3820 4314;
www.nam.ac.uk
‘Alfred Munnings: War Artist, 1918’, 
until 3 March.

n National Gallery
Trafalgar Square WC2. 020 7747 2885;
www.nationalgallery.org.uk
‘Courtauld Impressionists: From Manet to
Cézanne’, until 20 January. ‘Mantegna and
Bellini’, until 27 January. ‘Lorenzo Lotto
Portraits’, until 10 February. 

n Royal Academy of Arts �
Piccadilly W1. 020 7300 8000;
www.royalacademy.org.uk
‘Klimt/Schiele: drawings from the Albertina
Museum, Vienna’, until 3 February.

n Tate Modern
Bankside SE1. 020 7887 8888;
www.tate.org.uk
‘Pierre Bonnard: The Colour of Memory’, 
23 January to 6 May. ‘Magic Realism’:
exploring the art of the Weimar Republic,
until 14 July.

REGIONAL 
n Abbot Hall Art Gallery
Kirkland, Kendal. 01539 722464;
www.abbothall.org.uk
‘John Harden (1772-1847): 19th century
watercolour landscapes, until February 15.  

n Buxton Museum & Art Gallery
Terrace Road, Buxton. 01629 533540;
www.buxton.museum@derbyshire.gov.uk
‘Artwork 2018’: work by staff and students
from Buxton Community School and St.
Thomas More Catholic School, until 23
February. 

Cyril Mann Renske, 1963, oil on canvas, 36x24in. (91.5x61cm)t

Light and shadow
Regarded as the unsung hero of Modern British art, the work of Cyril Mann will be
celebrated at The Lightbox, Woking this spring. The exhibition touches on all eras
of Mann’s artistic career – from scenes of post-war London life, to later
explorations of nature, nudes, flowers and fruit. On February 7 the artist’s second
wife, Renske van Slooten, will tell the fascinating story of her life with the artist
when she will be in conversation with Robert Travers, director of Piano Nobile
gallery (www.piano-nobile.com). 

Cyril Mann: Painter of  Light and Shadow is at The Lightbox, Chobham Road,
Woking, from 12 January to 31 March; 01483 737800; www.thelightbox.org.uk

LP Feb 2019 Exhibitions p8-9_Layout 1  10/12/2018  13:28  Page 2
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Andrew Macara
Light-filled scenes of children at play form the focus of
Andrew Macara’s work, many of his paintings depicting fun
in the snow or on sun-drenched beaches. Whether his
subjects are hot or cold, they are all united by Andrew’s
fascination with light and shadow, contrasts that can only
be seen on the brightest of days. When the weather forecast
is good, Andrew will seize the opportunity, often booking
trips abroad at the very last minute to take advantage of

n Castle Museum & Art Gallery
Castle Hill, Norwich, Norfolk. 01603 495897;
www.museums.norfolk.gov.uk
‘Visible Women’: work by women from the
gallery’s collection, until 28 April. 

n Djanogly Gallery
Lakeside Arts, University of Nottingham,
University Park, Nottingham. 0115 7484155;
www.lakesidearts.org.uk
‘Beyond Camden Town: the Late Works of
Harold Gilman’, until 10 February.

n Graves Gallery 
Surrey Street, Sheffield. 0114 278 2600;
www.museums-sheffield.org.uk
‘Wilhelmina Barns-Graham: Sea, Rock, Earth
and Ice’, until March 16.

n Ilminster Arts Centre
The Meeting House, East Street, Ilminster.
01460 55783; www.themeetinghouse.org.uk
‘Open Prizewinners’ Exhibition’, 2 to 19
January.

n Laing Art Gallery
New Bridge Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
0191 278 1611; www.laingartgallery.org.uk
‘Exposed: The Naked Portrait’, nude
portraits from the National Portrait Gallery,
until 3 March. 

n The Lowry
Pier 8, Salford Quays. 0843 208 6000;
www.thelowry.com
‘Lowry & The Pre-Raphaelites’, until 24
February.

n Millennium Gallery
Arundel Gate, Sheffield. 0114 278 2600;
www.museums-sheffield.org.uk
‘Darkness into Light: The Emotional Power
of Art’, until January 13.

n New Art Gallery Walsall
Gallery Square, Walsall. 01922 654400;
www.thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk
‘Elizabeth Magill’: solo exhibition, until 
20 January.

n Pallant House
9 North Pallant, Chichester, West Sussex.
01243 774557; www.pallant.org.uk
‘Mary Fedden: Colour and Simplicity’, until
10 February. ‘Karl Hagedorn: Rhythmical
Expressions, until 3 February. ‘Urban
Landscapes’, until 10 February.

n Royal West of England Academy
Queens Road, Bristol. 0117 973 5129;
www.rwa.org.uk
‘Albert Irvin and Abstract Expressionism’,
until 3 March.

n Scottish National Gallery of 
Modern Art
73 Belford Road, Edinburgh. 0131 624 6200;
www.nationalgalleries.org

‘Andy Warhol and Eduardo Paolozzi: I Want
to be a Machine’: an exhibition exploring
the artists’ mutual fascination for
automation, machines and mechanical
processes, until 2 June. 

n Tate Liverpool
Albert Dock, Liverpool. 0151 702 7400;
www.tate.org.uk
‘Fernand Léger’: retrospective of more than
50 works, until 17 March. 

n Victoria Art Gallery
Bridge Street, Bath. 01225 477233;
www.victoriagal.org.uk
‘Nick Cudworth: Bath Night Paintings 2003-
18’, until 17 February. ‘On Paper: from the
Arts Council Collection’, until 17 February.

n Watts Gallery
Down Lane, Compton, Guildford, Surrey.
01483 810235; www.wattsgallery.org.uk
‘Christina Rossetti: Vision & Verse’, until 
17 March. ‘In Print: Making Impressions’,
celebrating the art of printmaking, until 
6 January. ‘Inspired by Nature’: original
prints and paintings by local artist, Celia
Lewis, 12 January to 24 February.’Louise
Bourgeois: Prints’, 23 February until 7 May.

All information given here is correct at the time of going to press, but you are 
advised to check details and opening times with the galleries prior to your visit 

in case of unavoidable alterations to their exhibition schedules

Andrew Macara Girls in Red, Hampton Court Palace Ice Rink, oil on linen, 16x30in. (40.5x76cm)t

the perfect conditions. He works quickly en plein air, later
reworking small studies into larger paintings back in his
studio. This will be Andrew’s first solo exhibition with
Jonathan Cooper.

Andrew Macara: New Work will be at Jonathan Cooper, 
20 Park Walk, London SW10 from 14 February until 2 March.
Telephone 020 7351 0410 for more details or visit
www.jonathancoooper.co.uk

LP Feb 2019 Exhibitions p8-9_Layout 1  10/12/2018  13:28  Page 3



artist

we are looking for the best two-dimensional works in any media
including drawings, paintings, printmaking and digital artwork from
amateur painters in the Leisure Painter category, and from more
experienced and professional artists in The Artist category. Up to 140
selected works from each category will be exhibited at Patchings Art
Centre in two separate galleries, opening on the first day of the 2019
Patchings Festival of Art, Craft & Design on July 11 until August 11, 2019

£5,000 purchase prize Award 

Selected by guest judge Lachlan Goudie ROI
for a work up to the value of £5,000
www.painters-online.co.uk    

£1,700             exhibition Awards

Up to 10 selected artists from the 2019 
The Artist’s category will be awarded a
mixed exhibition at Patchings Art Centre in
2020, worth £1,700
www.patchingsartcentre.co.uk

highly Commended Award 

A subscription worth £100 
www.painters-online.co.uk

£600 Batsford Awards

Four prizes of Batsford art books to the
value of £150 each
www.batsford.com 

£500 Caran d’Ache/Jakar Awards

Two prizes of £250 worth of art materials
www.jakar.co.uk

£500 Clairefontaine Awards

Two prizes of £250 worth of art products
selected from the Clairefontaine Graphic &
Fine Art range   
www.clairefontaine.com 

£850 Daler-rowney Awards

Five sets of materials to the total value of £850
www.daler-rowney.com  

£500 GreatArt Awards

Two prizes of £250 worth of art materials
from the UK’s largest art materials’ supplier
www.greatart.co.uk 

artist

artist

artist

£1,800 the harbour Gallery 
Award

One year’s representation by The Harbour
Gallery, Cornwall 
www.theharbourgallery.co.uk  

£2,600 Award

One prize of a showcase feature on 
a selected artist in Leisure Painter

magazine
www.painters-online.co.uk

highly Commended
Award

A subscription worth £100   
www.painters-online.co.uk
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2018 DALER-ROWNEY AWARD
Alison Barlow Waiting, watercolour and ink,
18x14in. (46x36cm)

wiN!
Over 40 prizes 
to be won 
worth over 
£17,000!

TALP
OPEN CALL For

JUDGES
sally Bulgin,
editor The Artist

David Curtis roi, rsMA

Guest judge 
Lachlan Goudie roi

ingrid Lyon, 
editor Leisure Painter

John sprakes roi, rBA, MAFA

Liz wood,
artist and co-owner of 
Patchings Art Centre

Over 40 individual prizes worth over £17,000 will be awarded to selected artists including:

WINSTON OH

WITH THANKS TO OUR AWARD SPONSORS

20
19

LP TALP open V5.qxp_Layout 1  15/11/2018  12:32  Page 2



£450 patchings Award 

A gift voucher worth £450 to be 
used at Patchings Art Centre in
Nottinghamshire
www.patchingsartcentre.co.uk 

£600 premium Art Brands Awards

One prize of Daniel Smith watercolours
worth £350 and one prize of Pan Pastels
worth £250   
www.premiumartbrands.com

£300 proArte Awards

Two prizes of brushes to the value of
£150 each 
www.proarte.co.uk

£300 royal talens Awards 

Two prizes of £150 worth of art 
materials
www.royaltalens.com    

£600 st Cuthberts Mill Awards

Three prizes of £200 worth of
watercolour paper
www.stcuthbertsmill.com

£400 winston oh Award

A painting course worth up to £400 of
your choice, provided by Winston Oh
www.winstonoh.com

pLUs people’s Choice Awards

in partnership with patchings Art Centre

2018 WINSTON OH AWARD 
suzanne stogdon Tangerines at Rest,
watercolour, 11x15in. (40x51cm)

2018 CLAIREFONTAINE AWARD 
John Barlow Pauline Loves To Stir It, 
oil, 20x16in. (51x41cm)

eNtries

           

ENTER
online at

www.painters-online.co.uk
Closing date for entries

April 12,
2019

2018 BATSFORD AWARD 
philip Montgomery Woodseats Reflections, 
gouache, 12x153⁄4in. (30x40cm)

The competition is open to artists worldwide. 
Two-dimensional artwork in any media, including
drawing, painting, printmaking and creative digital
artwork is welcome. Only original work completed
within the last two years will be considered and
paintings based on reference photographs must
have been taken by the artist or used with the
permission of the photographer. Photography,
except where incorporated into collage, is not
acceptable.
1 The entry fee of £18 covers up to THREE entries of 
two-dimensional works in any media. To give more
amateur artists the chance to exhibit, just ONE
work per entrant will be accepted for exhibition in
the Leisure Painter category. Please ensure you
enter the correct category. Artists can enter either
The Artist category OR the Leisure Painter category -
NOT both. The Leisure Painter category is for
amateur painters and The Artist category for more
experienced and professional artists.
2 No entry should be larger than 120x150cm 
WHEN FRAMED (canvases do not need to be
framed).
3 TO ENTER upload digital files of your image(s) via
our website at www.painters-online.co.uk clicking
through the links entitled TALPOpen2019. Closing
date for entries is 12 noon on Friday, April 12, 2019.
Upload digital files of the images you wish to enter
and pay your entry fee using our secure server.
4 Entries will be judged after April 12, 2019 and
selected works called for exhibition. These must be
framed (canvases excepted) ready for exhibition
from July 11 to August 11, 2019 at Patchings Art
Centre. ALL works entered MUST be available for
exhibition.
5 Successful entrants will be notified by mid-May
about delivering their work between June 14 and
June 30, 2019 to Patchings Art Centre,
Nottinghamshire.
6 All care will be taken with entries but no
responsibility can be accepted for loss or damage
in transit, incoming or outgoing, whilst on the
competition premises or during the exhibition.
Originals selected and submitted for final
exhibition must be fully insured by the artist and
left with the organisers throughout the exhibition.
7 All entries must be original. Submission of entry
in this competition automatically constitutes
acceptance of all the competition rules and
agreement to allow The Artist and/or Leisure Painter
to publish, republish and repurpose entries in print
and digital formats including but not limited to
magazines, promotion materials, websites,
databases and as part of downloadable digital
products.
8 By entering the competition, entrants agree to be
bound by the conditions of entry.

ALL eNtrANts 
will receive a complimentary
one-day entry ticket to the

Patchings Festival of 
Art, Craft & Design, 

worth £10

how to eNter 
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Claudia Myatt demonstrates how to use a combination of 
planning and playfulness to create lively designs in watercolour

More than just paintings

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n How to work more

creatively

n Create designs from
sketches and photographs

n Use a variety of
watercolour techniques

Watercolour

You will need
n Surfaces
l Seawhite sketchbook
l RWS 140lb NOT watercolour
paper 6x6in. (15x15cm)

n Winsor & Newton
Professional Water
Colour

l Winsor blue (green shade)
l Cobalt
l Cerulean
l Pale turquoise
l Indigo
l Alizarin crimson
l Cadmium red
l Cadmium yellow
l Raw sienna

n Brushes
l Daler-Rowney Aquafine
and Winsor & Newton 
sable brushes Nos. 6 & 3

n Miscellaneous
l Tracing paper
l Unipin waterproof
sketching pens (0.2 and 0.3)

Keeping a sketchbook is 
a great pleasure as well as
good practice and although

I rarely create finished paintings
from any of my sketches, I do use
them as a source of inspiration 
for my colourful designs. Here’s
how I do it.  

Step 1 
1 Everything begins in a sketchbook;
that’s where ideas are born. Draw
and doodle, fill your head with
shapes and stock up your brain with
new things, looked at from every
angle. Regular sketching is like
writing or practising music; it keeps
the door to ideas wide open and the
creative muscle in good shape.

t

2 Choose a theme based on a place, an event 
or something you enjoy. I’m going to work 
on a parade of sail. The shapes are a familiar
language to me so I have the vocabulary
available to create my story. Whatever your

subject, get to know it well then you can
play around with it. Even everyday subjects
can be used creatively – for example, your
garden, food, household objects or 
a favourite place.

LP02 12-15 Myatt v2_Layout 1  07/12/2018  12:02  Page 12
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Watercolour

Step 4
1 When you have a design that you think
might work, pick up your tracing paper.
Tracing paper makes it easy to try out
different variations of the same theme
without having to keep rubbing out and
redrawing. I can lay tracing paper over 
the design and add bits, moving the shapes
around. It’s easy to rub out too, as long 
as your lines aren’t too heavy. For this 
stage I work in squares 15x15cm as that’s
the size of card I like and it’s good for
framed prints, too.
2 Eventually you’ll end up with a clear and
more detailed design on tracing paper – 
it’s coming into focus. Don’t skip this stage,
as it’s important not to leave too much
unresolved when it comes to drawing on
watercolour paper. Too much rubbing out
spoils the surface of the paper so unless 
you are one of those lucky people who can
draw accurately the first time, make the
design as good as you can before you start.

t

3 Now transfer the traced design to
watercolour paper. I use a light box, but 
if you don’t have one, transfer the design in 
the traditional way by drawing on the back 
of the tracing paper then drawing over 
again on the front.
4 Strengthen the drawing, adding detail 
where needed. I keep the pencil lines as 
clear and as light as possible so they can be
removed later without damaging the paper.

Step 5 
At last it’s time for the pen lines and there’s 
no going back now! I go over the pencil
design carefully. If there’s a space that looks
too empty, I’ll get the tracing paper out again
and see what it needs – a seagull perhaps?
When I’m happy with the pen work, the
pencil lines can be rubbed out very gently
and carefully. I use a Derwent art eraser 
as I find putty rubbers become far too grubby.

t

Step 2 
Become immersed in your subject. Taking part in a little festival
of sail in Cornwall during the summer, I sketched nonstop,
capturing boats from all shapes and angles. I didn’t mind that
nothing was finished and that sometimes my drawings were just 
a few lines or not accurate. I was filling the store cupboard! 
I also took plenty of photographs to add to the memory pot.

t

Step 3 
1 Back in the studio, turning those pages 
of memories into a cohesive design needs
sketching of a different kind – what I call
‘thinking with a pencil’. I begin with a square,
as that’s the shape I like to make into greetings
cards, coasters and tiles. With sketchbook
pages and photographs to hand, I play around
with shapes and see what makes a pleasing

t

design. I’m not
trying to make
a scene in
perspective; this is all about playing with shapes.
2 Don’t do just one design – keep playing. 
I make a series of simple sketches with no detail. 
I play with overlaps (two boats make a different
shape when one goes behind the other) and 

find ways to link shapes together and
create interest in empty spaces, such as a
flying seagull, waves or smaller boats. The
spaces in between are just as important 
as the ‘things’ themselves.
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Watercolour

Demonstration continued

Step 7
This style of watercolour is more graphic than
my usual looser, sketchier style of pen and
wash so it’s your decision whether you keep 
it neat or let the colours go outside the lines,
but whatever you go for, you’ll still need to 
be careful to wait for adjacent colours to dry 
to avoid ending up with a muddy mess.

t

Step 6
Now, finally it’s time for the colour, but
this stage is not to be rushed. There are
decisions to make about which colours
to use and what kind of atmosphere to
aim for – cheerful and bright or subtle
and more monochrome? The main
colours in this design will be blue, red
and white/cream. I do plenty of patch
testing on a spare piece of paper with 
a range of turquoise blues, Winsor blue
green shade and cerulean. It’s
important to familiarise yourself with
your colours and become as familiar
with their characters as you do your
friends and family. Make sure you’re
happy with your colour choices before
diving in; there are no second chances!
I use a plate as a palette, squeezing

the paint out around the edge of the
plate so, at the end of the session, I just
need to wipe the mess in the middle,
leaving the unused paint for another
day. To mix colours, I’ll make two

t

puddles of paint and scoop up a bit of each
on my brush to avoid over-mixing and let the
blending happen on the paper. I like bright
colours so I use plenty of pigment, but still
add enough water to make the paint flow
with a light touch. Load the brush with as
little or as much paint as you need 
to fill the space.

Once I have the scan (see opposite), 
I put the design to work. Now I spend
time at the computer rather than the
drawing board. I’ll crop it, but not too
closely, to allow for bleed space all
round when having cards printed. 
I also tweak the colour intensity –
turning the brightness down and the
contrast up a little seems to help.
Cards are easier than ever to print

now and you don’t need to have
hundreds done if you want to test
small quantities. Your local printer 
will give you a quotation, or there are
plenty of good online print services
available (www.stressfreeprint.co.uk,
which I use are helpful on the end 
of the phone or email if you have
problems). If you choose an unusual
size or format make sure you can 
find envelopes to fit.
I also enjoy printing my designs as

coasters and tiles. Sublimation printing
is not cheap, but it enables you to
make a wide range of products and
the equipment doesn’t take up too
much space in the studio.

sketching, playing around with lines
and colours, just for the hell of it,
without any thought of the result. 
Do it because you love it and the
results will come anyway.

HINTS ON MAKING DIFFERENT PRODUCTS
Finally, I’m often asked by students

how they can develop their own style of
painting. It will happen all by itself over
time – just like your handwriting did –
but only if you keep at it, keep doodling,

LP02 12-15 Myatt v2_Layout 1  07/12/2018  12:03  Page 14
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Watercolour

Claudia Myatt 
Claudia lives in
Suffolk on an
elderly tugboat;
her studio is a
converted farm
building near
Woodbridge. She
runs a wide range
of art courses
locally and further
afield, afloat and
ashore. Visit her website for 
details www.claudiamyatt.co.uk 
and www.pinmillpaintingday.com.
Claudia leads workshops for 
Art Safari, including Creating 
a Sketchbook Diary (10 March) 
and Watercolour Basics (6 April) 
at Woodbridge, Suffolk. Visit
www.artsafari.co.uk for details. 

Step 8 
Let the first washes 
dry completely then 
add further layers 
where needed. I put 
a few deeper swirls over
the sea, and created more
intensity in the red sails.
A third layer added final
touches of deeper colour,
like the shadows on 
the sails.

t

Step 9 
When is it finished? It’s 
easy to do too much so
stop and put it aside for 
a while. Alternatively,
look at it in a mirror –
sometimes you need a
fresh view. When I am
sure I’m happy with it, 
I’ll scan it (I don’t have 
a special scanner, just 
a cheap Epson scanner/
printer) as a high-
resolution tiff file before
framing the original.
Read the panel on the 
left for ideas on what 
you could do with 
your scan next. 

t

The finished painting Luggers, watercolour, 6x6in. (15x15cm)t
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Do you have painter’s block or
simply need an injection of
inspiration? Draw or paint every

day throughout January for anything
between six seconds to 60 minutes and
watch your skillset take off. Painting small
and often over short bursts of time is
guaranteed to make you more creative
and productive so why not kick things 
off this January with the following tasks?
DAY 1 Get out and about. Visit public
places; coffee shops are my favourite.
Make pure and modified contour
drawings in a small sketchbook that won’t
draw attention to you. These can take
seconds or minutes. Do as many as you
can in an hour.
DAY 2 Make the unfamiliar familiar. Paint
objects from the bathroom cabinet, the
garden shed or that forgotten cupboard;
you don’t always have to paint what’s
pretty. This exercise is dependent on you

experimenting with interesting light,
format and compositions.
DAY 3 Cool and warm. Explore colour
temperature with burnt umber, ultramarine
blue and white. Lean towards brown for
the warms and blue for the cools. Snow
scenes are a good place to start.

DAY 4 Paint metal. Using the same three
paints as the base for your greys, paint
assorted metal objects around the home.
Look for value and temperature changes
as well as reflections.
DAY 5 Tonal values. Translate a colour
image into a black and white picture. 
Try a variety of drawing materials such 
as charcoal, carbon or graphite, and 
use a range of pencils. 

Follow Steve Strode’s advice and find inspiration 
and creative ideas throughout the month of January

Your 31-day challenge

Inspiration

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Begin a habit of  painting every day

n Develop your artistic eye

n Find inspiration to paint everyday
objects and scenes 

Day 1 Small hardback sketchbooks are more robust and fit easily into your pocket or bag;
this one is 6x6in. (15x15cm). Spend anything from six to 60 seconds on each sketch; the longer
your subject stays the more you can restate, but don’t overdo it. Concentrate on line.

t

Day 2 Shovel, acrylic on canvas paper 6x7in. (15x18cm). Find an every day object and really
study it. How will you paint an interesting composition of it?

t

Day 5 After Richard Schmid. Become
more confident with tone by drawing or
painting a monochrome image from a
colour photograph or painting. 

t
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DAY 6 Take time to play. Using every art
material you have, just have fun making
marks. Keep things abstract and don’t try
to make a painting. Think process over
product and you’ll find these discoveries
soon feeding into your work.
DAY 7 Three random colours and white.
Challenge your perceptions of what paint
fits what subject. Take a light, medium
and dark value paint, such as the
secondary colours violet, orange and
green, and make a picture. Look at the
Fauvist painters for inspiration.
DAY 8 Less is more. Anders Zorn (look 
him up if you’ve not heard of him) mainly
used a limited palette of just yellow ochre,
ivory black, vermilion and white to
produce fantastic paintings. Push your
mixing skills to the limit and have a go.
DAY 9 No brushes. Use painting knives,

old credit cards, rags, sponges or anything
else to apply paint and express the mark-
making possibilities through a painting.
DAY 10 Photomontage. Combining images
from magazines or brochures is great for
generating new ideas. The exercise allows
you to play with content and composition
before painting it.
DAY 11 Copy the Masters. Don’t go into
detail but just get a flavour of the original
light and composition. Paint what’s
important using the simplest of marks. 
If you feel it’s still too detailed use your
non-painting hand.
DAY 12 My hometown. Start a journal and
generate ideas for a painting project in
your area. Fill it with sketches, pictures,
maps and any other paraphernalia. This
simple idea can generate dozens of
paintings.

DAY 13 Develop your colour sensitivity.
Stick down clear acetate over a colour
picture. Using acrylics, copy a section
over the colours underneath to best
match the original. Start with something
simple and build from there.
DAY 14 Self-portraiture. Develop your
observational skills with a self-portrait.
Put the painting surface next to the 
mirror to avoid moving the head too
much. Done this way you can see 
both images at the same time.

Day 11 A Rising Path, after Jean Baptiste-Corot, acrylic on paper, 8x12in. (20x30cm). Find
a copy of a painting you admire and work out how the artist painted it. How can you use this
information to paint your own version? 

t

Day 12 Liverpool Painting No.103, Earle
Road, acrylic on card, 8x6in. (20x15cm). This is
one from a series of over 150 small paintings of
Liverpool’s lesser-known streets, painted en plein
air. I added traffic from photos back at home.

t

Day 13 Use an illustration from a magazine or book, cover it with acetate and paint. Left shows the acetate image removed. Use thick paint
and no water.

t

t
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DAY 20 Paint colour charts. Pick colour
paint charts from a DIY shop and chase
down the colours. This helps you explore
hue, value and intensity while getting to
know your medium and how to mix.
DAY 21 Take yourself outdoors. Set a date
and no matter the weather go out and
paint from life for around an hour; you’re
excused in hurricanes and monsoons.
Decide where you’ll go, what you’ll need
and what you’ll paint beforehand so as
not to procrastinate.
DAY 22 Paint in series. Take a flower and
interpret it on a 4x4in. surface. Document
its demise and colour changes with a
series of images. This gets you observing
deeply as you record the subtle changes.
DAY 23 Go bigger. Reinterpret a
photograph by making it larger. Square 
it up with centimetre squares, and make
another grid on a piece of paper with the
same number of squares only larger. Copy
the contents of the photograph onto this.
DAY 24 Word association. Pick a film 
or record title, a saying or phrase and

come up with a painting 
that translates it. This helps
you to create exiting work
of which you’d never
normally think.
DAY 25 Make a collage.
Using pre-painted sheets 
of paper, cut, rip out and
arrange an image. This will
help you to simplify colour,
value and composition.
Have a look at Henri
Matisse’s cut outs.

18 FEBRUARY 2019 www.painters-online.co.uk

DAY 26 Paint a single piece of fruit.
Have this well-lit from a single light 
source to gain a better understanding 
of highlights, mid tones, core, cast and
reflected shadows. This exercise explores
elements that are found in just about
everything you’ll ever paint.
DAY 27 Just paint. Sometimes we spend
too long thinking about what to paint.
Take that art book that’s gathering dust
and randomly open it up. Copy whatever
painting is there, or a section of it.
DAY 28 Complementary pairs. Produce 
a painting with predominantly
complementary pairs such as red and
green, yellow and violet or orange and
blue. Why not incorporate task 26 
to help generate ideas.
DAY 29 Texture and surface. Look around
the home and find three objects such as
fabric, wood or glass to paint.
DAY 30 Start again. Take a piece of your
own work and reinterpret it in another
medium. For instance, if it’s done in oil 
or acrylic, use watercolour, pastel or
pencil. This gets you out of your comfort
zone and trying new things.
DAY 31 Go green. Green seems to be the
one colour lots of painters struggle with 
so take assorted yellows and blues and
explore their mixing combinations. Take
this further by adding white for tints or
complementary reds for tones. Black and
yellows also make for interesting results.
Taking chances and trying out new things

will see your work really advance. If you
find any tips that you particularly enjoy, go
back and have another go. Alternatively,
keep this article and make numbered cards
that correspond to the tasks and the next
time artist’s block sets in, choose a card 
at random and get cracking. LP

DAY 15 Explore the unfamiliar. Try a
different medium, surface or painting tool.
Practice isn’t practice if you’re not pushing
yourself beyond what you already know.
DAY 16 Paint from an upside-down study.
This more abstracted view reduces
everything to shapes and not things. 
It encourages you to see like a painter
when you paint from life as it interprets
the three-dimensional image to two-
dimensional shapes on the canvas.
DAY 17 Night painting. From life or a
photo, use predominantly darker values 
to make a low-key painting and develop
your sensitivity to tone.
DAY 18 Museums and galleries. Spend 
an hour drawing sculptures from life in 
a small sketchbook. This is great practice
for proportion and values.
DAY 19 Make every mark count. Paint an
object in 100 strokes. Considering every
mark and leaving out the unnecessary
reaches into the heart of the painting. 
Try again with even fewer marks.

Steve Strode
Find out more about Steve and his work
by visiting www.stevestrode.com If you
have any questions about this article,
please email him through his website.

Day 23 Out of the Blue, oil on canvas board, 4x7in. (10x18cm). This came from my ‘still life with a twist’ series where everyday phrases,
film titles or lines from a song are the starting point for a painting. 

t

Day 26 and 28 Red and
Green, oil on canvas, 4x4in.
(10x10cm). Painting single
items allows you to explore
different aspects of painting 
in a short time. Here I looked
at complementary colours 
as well as the highlight, 
half-tones, core shadow,
reflected light and cast shadow
of a single light source.

t
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A Patchings Vista, oil on canvas, 20x30in. (51x76cm). There is a novelty in emulating John Constables’ small sketches in gouache (see 
the following demonstration) then translating and realising a similar scene as a much larger oil painting as I have done here. I used loose and
open brushwork, restricting myself to long-handled hog hair brushes Nos. 1 to 3. The canvas was grounded with a burnt sienna acrylic and
some of this colour shows through to increase the richness of the painting. Liquin medium was used to spread and soften areas for subtlety.

t
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Ihave been associated with Patchings 
Art Centre since 1999 and became artist
in residence for over three years there.

The view that really inspired me was from
just below the Pavilion and can be seen in
the reference photograph (on page 28). 
The photograph was taken in early autumn,
showing the then young trees billowing in
the breeze with scudding clouds in dramatic
light. The great challenge was to paint the
flickering leaves with spontaneity, trapping
the instant moment accurately.

I wanted my painting to have the same
zest as John Constable displayed in his oil
sketches on the same small scale, fondly
remembered when I visited the V&A years
ago. My sketch would be done in gouache
and on framer’s mountboard with a burnt
sienna coloured surface. There is a
concentration of energy within a small 
scale, which sharply focuses stipple and
broad brushstrokes in a gestural way.

Working with gouache
Gouache is a water-based medium, which
has the overpainting qualities and opacity
of oils, and because it is fast drying, it is
easy to make alterations where necessary.
Technically, it is possible to blend already
dried paint with further wet paint where 
a smooth transition is needed.

There are many good manufacturers 
of Artists’ quality gouache today, but 
I still mostly use Daler-Rowney Artists’
with Melanie Cambridge’s intense gouache
colours alongside. These colours are
wonderfully vibrant and withstand much
mixing. The great range of Daler-Rowney
colours provide endless scope.

The framer’s mountboard in the colour

t

Follow Graham Laughton step by step as he sketches 
a Nottinghamshire landscape in gouache

The perfect vista

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n How to paint with gouache

n How to add perspective and 
a three-dimensional quality 
to your landscapes 

You will need
n Surface
l Framer’s mountboard

with a burnt sienna
coloured surface 
63⁄4x81⁄4in. (17.5x21cm)

n Brushes
l Fine nylon or sable 

Rounds Nos. 1 or 2

n Gouache
l Permanent white
l Lemon yellow
l Brilliant yellow
l Yellow ochre
l Tangerine orange
l Vermilion
l Crimson

l French
ultramarine
blue

l Cerulean blue
l Viridian
l Pine dark green
l Burnt umber

n Miscellaneous
l A simple 

water pot 
l A white china

plate or any
waterproof
surface for
mixing colours

chestnut is the ideal red-brown 
ready-made support for this small study.
Always be careful not to damage the
delicate paper surface when painting 
by not adding too much water.

The choice of a red ground to paint
over like Constable is to enrich the
opposites of blues and greens occurring
in the landscape. This effect is brilliant
for alla prima brushwork. Another
support to try would be a good weight
Rough watercolour paper prepared with
an acrylic wash ground of burnt sienna.
The strong tooth would be good for
larger works with bigger brushes and
heavier more impasto-like techniques 
for gouache. LP
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Step 1
Every time you observe the same photograph you will see it
differently. My opening sketch was painted with a fine No. 1 brush
and thinned-out white gouache. You can carefully measure the
placing of the horizon and other laterals. I reduced the trees and 
the telegraph pole to just upright verticals, which usefully broke up
the horizontal format, cutting into the sky. I also included where the
angles of clouds run and some of their shapes, and marked out areas
of fence. You should arrive at a Mondrian-like matrix, including a few
angles. Avoid placing anything in the dead centre of your picture 
and the angles of posts should lead the eye around the picture.

t

Step 2
The next move is to mix permanent white with French ultramarine
blue for the top of the sky and gradually add cerulean blue to the
lower sky. Lighten the lowest area of sky with more permanent white
then a little viridian and lemon yellow to produce a pale turquoise on
the horizon. It’s very important to convey this bending of the sky from
dark to light and think where the sun is in the picture. Because the 
sun is to the right, the sky gradually lightens to that side as well.

t

Step 3
1 When painting clouds, remember the perspective in the sky. 
You see the underside of clouds at the top of the picture and
gradually more of the sides as they compress towards the horizon.
The clouds are layered in types: long strokes for high stratus and
much curvier bubbles for the cumulus. 

2 The colour mixes for clouds should include 
a little lemon yellow, remembering sunshine 
is not white! Darker tones of clouds can be
made with permanent white, yellow ochre
with a little crimson mixed with French
ultramarine for the very darkest. 
3 Again, always be mindful of the right 
to left sunshine and include reflected light
blueness in the turning shapes. With gouache
you can soften the edges with a wet brush 
if you need a softer look. I painted the sky
inside the tree shapes where necessary to 
even out the sky tones overall. 
4 Notice how the clouds range diagonally
across the sky pointing in different directions
to create movement. As I moved down 
the picture the cooler colours of the land 
on the horizon were varied mixes of
permanent white, viridian and lemon 
yellow for sunny grass.
5 The middle ground cloud cast shadow 
(near the telegraph pole) is a cool mix of
cerulean blue, burnt umber and permanent
white. The distant trees need a cool mix 
of French ultramarine, permanent white 
and burnt umber.

t

Gouache

Your reference photograph for this project: a scene from Patchings
Art Centre

t

Demonstration
Flickering Trees at Patchings
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Graham Laughton
Graham’s work can be seen occasionally at The Barn Gallery,
Patchings, at Patching Art, Craft & Design Festival and in his studio
at Cherry Tree Farm, High Street, Laxton, Newark (appointment
only). He teaches at his studio and at other venues, and can be
contacted via his website at www.grahamlaughton.com

Step 4 
1 The nearest foreground colours should give warmth and a well-
lit feel with maximum contrast, making the most of the different
tree shapes. The darkest moments were mixes of dark pine green
with French ultramarine and a dash of crimson. Don’t be afraid
to use your richest greens, brilliant yellow and cerulean blue with
a little permanent white on the nearest lit trees. 
2 The tall poplars need to be painted delicately with a feel for
the tiny branches giving the overall shape, which you should
always be conscious of. Dark leaves to the left and brilliant lemon
yellow and permanent white mix for the flickering light sides. 
3 When painting fine lines always breathe in and let go in one
direction, keeping the brush as vertical as possible with a mix 
of burnt umber and French ultramarine. A steady hand is 
also required for the poplar wood, telegraph pole and posts.

t

Step 5
1 The nearest foreground colours are yellow ochre heightened 
at times with Rowney tangerine and even vermilion, and all
lightened with permanent white to give a salmon tint to the long
strokes of the dried grasses. Notice the brilliant yellow leaves in
the foreground tree sprig and add the vermilion-coated figure
walking near the telegraph pole to pull the eye across the picture.
Hopefully you will feel the true scale of the tiny marks that make
the distant trees and get used to summing them up. Bold
hatching strokes give lots of energy to the domes of nearer trees.

t

The finished painting Flickering Trees at Patchings, gouache on framer’s mountboard, 63⁄4x81⁄4in. (17.5x21cm)t
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Brighten up a winter’s afternoon by painting 
from a summer holiday photo, with Tony Underhill

Colour and light

Line & wash

Your reference photograph. Rather than replicate the photo, I focused on what attracted me most: the Venetian-looking building,
the pink shutters, the blue tables and white umbrellas, and the overall feeling of sunshine.

t

The Winsor & Newton One Stroke sable brush and trial marks: some with long, even, broad
strokes; some with the side; and others with the ‘chisel tip’ or just the corner of the brush.

t

The dark, cold days of winter 
are a good time for looking back
at summer holiday photos –

not only to cheer ourselves up, but
also for reference material we can 
use to keep our artist’s hand-eye 
co-ordination and thought processes
sharp and ready for better weather
and the chance to draw and paint
outdoors again. My photo of

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Using photos for reference

n Practise line & wash techniques

n Try using the ‘One Stroke’ brush 
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t

Line & wash

Step 2 Guidelines and smaller shapest

1 Thinking more about composition than
matching the photo, subdivide the roof
shapes, squaring up the middle one and
adding a small peak on the right.
2 Still sketching lightly, add vertical guidelines
for the centre of each building to help

position the windows, and horizontal lines for
the balconies and main architectural features.
3 Finally add umbrellas to attract attention 
to the Venetian building, and trees and
chimneys. Anything more would be too
detailed at this stage.

Step 1 Positioning the big shapes
Lightly sketch the overall shapes of the
buildings, positioning the Venetian building 
just off-centre to make for a better composition.
With these shapes right you know everything 
will fit on the page and that the smaller shapes
(the roofs and balconies) will fall into place later.

t

You will need
n Surface
l NOT or HP 300gsm watercolour
paper 9x12in. (23x30cm)

n Artists’ watercolour
See colours, right

n Brush
l Winsor & Newton 3⁄8in. (10mm)
One Stroke flat sable

Miscellaneous
l Pencil
l Drawing pen (0.5mm
or similar) with
waterproof black ink

l Soft eraser
l Light and dark grey
marker pens

l White gel pen

Sennelier
yellow
deep

Primary
yellow

Rose dore
madder

lake

Rose
madder

lake

Ultramarine
deep

Winsor blue 
(green shade)

COLOURS USED

Step 3 Developing the sketch 
1 Switching to the pen develop the sketch 
using your pencil framework as a guide rather
than following it exactly. Concentrate on
character and general impression rather 
than accuracy and precision.
2 Begin with the big shapes (individual
buildings and roofs), working down to the
smaller ones (balconies and windows) and
finally the smallest (shutters, tables and aerials).
3 Suggest texture on the roofs and trees, and
add a little detail on the balconies and shutters.
Then add hatching in a few windows and for
the dark areas at street level to make the
umbrellas stand out.
4 Stopping at ‘just enough’ rather than ‘too
much’, strengthen key features on the Venetian
building and erase your pencil lines.

t

Desenzano in the Italian Lakes ticked
both boxes (below left). 
Using a photo for reference doesn’t

mean replicating the scene; the camera
has already done that. As artists we are
free to add, omit or change whatever
we want to create something better.
With that in mind, I started by asking
myself what most attracted me to the
photograph. The answer was the
buildings, particularly the tallest,
Venetian-looking one with the
balconies, together with the pink

shutters, the bright blue tables and
white umbrellas, and the overall
feeling of sunshine. So, much as I liked
the boats and reflections, I decided
they would be a distraction and
therefore best omitted altogether.
My other decisions were easier: 

warm bright colours for the Venetian
building, helped by slightly subdued
ones either side of it; strong shadows
to say ‘Italian sunshine’; no more than
six colours in total, all transparent
(fewer colours mean better harmony,

and transparent to allow my line work
to show through); and to use the same
Winsor & Newton One Stroke flat brush
(below left) for the entire painting. 
It is ideal for buildings because it lays
broad, even washes in one stroke as
well as having sharp edges and a chisel
tip for straight lines and ‘cutting in’.
Why not take a look through your

own holiday photos and try something
similar? At the very least it will bring
back good memories and you’ll find
some artistic inspiration too. LP

Demonstration Desenzano
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Demonstration continued

Step 5 First washes 
1 Paint the Venetian building with a weak
mix of Sennelier yellow deep and a touch of
rose dore (both warm colours). I used as few
strokes as possible, using the sides and tip 
of the One Stroke brush to cut in around the
balconies and windows, but not worrying 
too much if I hit the lines or not.
2 Add the adjoining buildings with weak
washes of primary yellow for one and Winsor
blue (green shade) for the other; and a weak
wash of rose dore greyed off with a touch of
ultramarine deep for the two end buildings. 
I resisted the temptation to go back into any
of the washes: much better to leave any
adjustment until later.

t

Step 6 Second washes
1 Paint the roofs using a mix of rose dore and
Sennelier yellow deep (the same warm colours
again) with a touch of ultramarine deep to dull
it a little, varying the colour from roof to roof.
2 Paint the trees with a green mixed from

t
Sennelier yellow deep and Winsor blue (green
shade). Try to complete these with a couple of
quick ‘one touch’ strokes for each.
3 Reassessing the first washes I decided to add 
a second layer to the Venetian building, using

the same colours and technique as before.
4 The adjoining buildings looked slightly too
bright so I added more water and a touch of
ultramarine deep to the orange mix to make 
a very watery grey to dull them a little.

Step 4 Tonal plan 
Draw a quick 4x6in. (10x15cm) thumbnail
version on old paper and use light and dark
grey marker pens to create a tonal plan for
your washes. A plan like this only takes 
a few minutes, but helps ensure an effective
easy-to-read end result. If I don’t get it right
first time, I keep going until I do.

t

Line & wash
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The finished painting Desenzano, line & wash, 9x12in. (23x30cm)t

Step 7 Third washes
1 Paint the shutters using short strokes with
the chisel tip of the brush. Use rose madder
for most of them and the rest by adding 
a touch of ultramarine deep and Sennelier
yellow deep to make brown.
2 Then add the tables with simple strokes 
of Winsor blue (green shade).

t

Step 8 Shadow washes, 
darks and finishing touches
1 Add shadows under the roofs and balconies
using a mix of ultramarine deep and rose
madder. If you are using the One Stroke brush,
try using one stroke for each shadow, angled
to suggest the sun coming from the left, and
applying the chisel tip of the brush under 
the windowsills.
2 Add a stronger mix of the same colours 
for the darker shadows at ground floor level,
cutting in around the umbrellas and tables.
3 Add another layer of green for the shadow
on the trees and a weak mix of rose dore and
ultramarine deep for a warm grey pavement.
4 As final touches, add Winsor blue (green
shade) in a few of the windows to help move
the eye around the picture; some roof colour
on the chimney tops (using a corner of the
brush); and a few highlights with a white 
gel pen to help break up the roof areas.

t

Tony Underhill
If you have any questions
about this project, email Tony
at tonyunderhill@me.com

TONY’S TOP TIPS
l Start with a plan and stick to it.
l Make sure your pen has 
waterproof ink.

l Use transparent colours to let 
your line work show through.

Line & wash
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In last month’s issue we looked 
at ways to solve that dreaded
moment when you arrive at your

painting location only to find the
weather has changed, making painting
an outdoor watercolour impossible. 
I used to allow the feeling to crush 
my enthusiasm to paint. I now know
that all is not lost and a scene can still
be captured using a combination of
sketches and a photograph. Studies
can be produced quickly and used 
as a reference to enable you to capture
that atmospheric moment in time 
when you come to paint a finished
watercolour at home. 

I have had many enjoyable days
making studies, and have produced
good watercolours from them,
sometimes days and weeks later. 
For every successful painting there 
will always be many sketches and
studies made beforehand.

As the paper I chose to use for this
project is 140lb, it is prone to cockling.
This can be a problem to some painters,
who will stretch their paper first. I prefer

not to stretch, but just tape the four
corners lightly on to a board with
masking tape and allow the paper 
to expand and contract at will.

Part 2 Colin Steed demonstrates how to paint a misty coastal scene

Painting project

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n How to paint the effect 

of  mist in watercolour

n Practise the thirsty-brush
technique

Watercolour

You will need
n Surface
l 140lb Vidalon by 

Canson watercolour 
paper, 15x22in. 
(38x56cm)

n Artists’ watercolour
l Raw sienna
l Cadmium yellow
l Cobalt blue
l Burnt sienna
l Alizarin crimson

n Brushes
l Squirrel mop

No. 4 
l Rounds Nos. 

6, 8 & 12  
l ProArte Rigger

No. 4

n Miscellaneous
l 3B pencil
l Mixing tray 

and water
container

Step 1 
1 Working from the photograph (above), 
and the pencil sketch and watercolour study
(see last month), make an outline drawing
using a sharpened 3B pencil. Because the far
distant buildings and land will be quite weak
in tone and colour, make the lines very light.
I added a couple more boats and placed
orange mooring buoys to the composition. 
2 Using the No. 4 squirrel mop brush,
thoroughly dampen the entire paper, except
the boats in the foreground. Painting from

t

Demonstration Mist on the Coast

the top, apply a
medium-strength
mix of cobalt blue
with a little burnt
sienna; add a little
water near the
horizon to lighten
the colour. 
3 Wash the colour
all the way down 
to the bottom
painting, working
around the 
large boats. 
4 Changing to 
a No. 12 Round,
make a slightly
stronger mix of the
same two colours
to produce a blue-grey and paint the 
distant trees and land carefully, working
around the building roof lines. You will
experience a bleed of colour from the 
trees into the buildings, but this will 
enhance the effect of mist. 
5 Adding more water and burnt sienna 
to the mix, paint the roof and some of 
the beach area in the middle distance. 
6 Still working quickly, before it’s completely

dry, add more of both colours to produce 
a fairly strong warm-grey and paint the
gable ends and an area in front and 
to the right of the buildings. 
7 After cleaning the brush and removing 
some of the water on kitchen towel, lift 
off colour in front of the buildings and
distant land. To guard against over
working, I walked away from the painting
and enjoyed a mid morning cup of coffee.

Your reference photograph for this project: a misty coastal scenet
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Watercolour

Step 4
1 I deepened the colour of the small bank (bottom left corner) and foreground boat using 
the No. 6 brush then changed to a No. 4 Rigger for the mast and rigging. Burnt sienna, alizarin 
crimson and cobalt blue are the colours used with burnt sienna dominating the mix. 
2 Although the daylight is only subtle there is still a weak shadow under the boats and inside their
hulls. Use cobalt blue and burnt sienna, using less colour and tone for the middle and distant boats. 
3 Finally add the the reflections with cobalt blue and a touch of burnt sienna, using horizontal
brushstrokes and leaving gaps to indicate water movement.

t

Step 2
1 When completely dry, make a start on 
the more intense middle-distance building
and foreground beach. Use the No. 8 brush
and the same two colours – with burnt 
sienna dominating the mix – for the roof 
and chimney of the left-hand building. 
2 Add more blue to turn the mix grey-black
for the gable of the dormer roof, windows 
and lower front wall, leaving the paper
untouched just above the harbour wall. 
Then lightly tint with separate mixes of
alizarin crimson, cadmium yellow and 
cobalt blue in places, giving an impression 
of figures and boats on the quay. 
3 Paint the narrow grass verge on top of 

t

the quay with cadmium
yellow and cobalt blue. 
4 Clean your brush and use
burnt sienna with a touch 
of blue to paint the sloping
beach. To achieve the effect
use brushstrokes that slope
down towards the waterline. 
5 As you work forward add
more burnt sienna, painting
around the boats and
making sure the

waterline has an uneven edge. With the
point of the brush, add the left-hand
foreground land.

Step 3 
1 At this stage you need to gauge 
whether any areas need adjustment.
Because the large building was too weak 
in tone and colour, I applied another 
wash of burnt sienna to the roof and
chimney with a No. 6 brush. Using the
same mix with more blue added, I added
one more grey wash over the gable end,
windows and lower building. 
2 I now needed to give more tone and
colour to the jetty, marsh bank and boats. 

t

LP

Colin Steed
To view all of Colin’s internet 
platforms search colinsteedart 
or email colinsteedart@aol.co.uk 
for more details of his work, 
lectures and demonstrations.

The finished painting Mist on the Coast, watercolour on Canson Vidalon 140lb watercolour paper, 15x22in. (38x56cm)t
I used a mix of burnt sienna and cobalt blue 
and the point of the No. 6 for the jetty. The
marsh bank to the right was the same two
colours, but with raw sienna added to achieve 
a yellow-green hue. These two areas give real
depth and perspective to the scene. 
3 With the adjustments made, paint the boats
and mooring buoys using cobalt blue, burnt
sienna and alizarin crimson. The rim of the
foreground boat is cobalt and the base of the
hull is pure alizarin. All other boats are painted
with progressively less colour and tone.
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As a child, I was horse mad,
which is where my drawing of
animals began. As I became

older this passion for art expanded 
into drawing cats and dogs then, as 
an adult, I began to draw friends’ 
pets and that’s how it all started. 

I used graphite and coloured pastel
in my early days as a portrait artist, but
now my preferred medium is pastel –
and the development of textured
papers is a revelation! I use photos as
reference for my work and often use
multiple photos to bring together the
composition, look at different
backgrounds or find details. Sometimes
the preferred image isn’t ideal; perhaps
it’s out of focus or the colours aren’t
true to life, but I can pick these things
up from looking at other references.
With composition, sometimes the
image itself needs no adjustment, but
often I have to think creatively. Light
source is key, with contrast and rich
colours a must. The focal point in 
a finished painting is, of course, the
animal and I avoid placing the subject
directly in the middle. The background
may be a simple tonal blend, but if 
the client wants something specific, 
I need to think about how I push 
the background back so it doesn’t
compete with the star of the show.
This can be done using blues and
purples so the background is slightly
darker or by creating an out-of-focus
effect. 
With a portrait, the eye is so
important. It sounds clichéd, but 
the subject’s life and soul dwells 
in their eyes.

Pastels
So why do I choose pastels? They can
be relatively quick and effective, and
good-quality pastels are really vibrant.
Papers have moved on rapidly in
recent years with a choice of different
textured papers readily available.
These are forgiving, taking layers of
pastel so if I make a mistake, I can go
over it as I would with paint. I also
like the versatility of having sticks for
blocking in and pencils for detail.
Unison sticks have beautiful pigments
and they go onto the paper like butter.
They are perfect for base layers and
larger areas. Caran d’Ache pastel
pencils are soft with lovely colours,
and are excellent for detail and final
flourishes. Derwent pastel pencils are
my workhorse pencils, a little harder
and also great for detail.
Everything gets used. I keep small
pieces of pastel that naturally break 
off and use for fine detail, such as
grass and fur. Don’t be precious 
with new pastels; break them into
manageable sizes and shapes. 

Estelle Robinson offers tips and techniques 
for painting likenesses of animals in pastel

Animals in focus

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Get to know your materials

and basic techniques 

n Tips and techniques on
producing a likeness

Pastel

Winter’s Pride, pastel on Velour, 161⁄2x111⁄2in. (42x30cm)t
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Surface
I prefer textured papers generally, 
as it’s easier to make a muddy mess
on more traditional pastel papers.
Clairefontaine Pastelmat and Fisher
400 are great, but my paper of choice
is Hahnemühle Velour, which some
artists love and others hate. It hangs
on to the pastel so your painting 
is less prone to smudges and dust. 
It affords softness to animals, but I can
sharpen paintings for people portraits
and landscapes. Available in a variety
of colours and sizes, it can be bought
in both sheets and pads. 
Velour will only take soft pastels as

the colour from hard pastels doesn’t
transfer and if you’re not careful you
can score the paper. Not a disaster
necessarily, but it can be time
consuming to rectify, which is worth
remembering when it comes to
wearing watches and rings. 

Other tools
Fixative I only use fixative on Velour,
as it makes no appreciable difference
to tone; on other papers it can change
colours drastically. I use a little fix
between layers, but also go through 
a fixing process on finished pieces. 
Rubber and scalpel A Koh-i-Noor putty
rubber is already soft and ready to
use. It is useful for lifting off pastel
and lightens tones, and a scalpel is
good for sharpening pencils, with fine
sandpaper used to make sharp points.
Board I mount the paper onto foam
board. It’s not cheap, but makes
handling much easier. Glassine paper
protects the work for storage and
shipping.
All these materials can be found

online at www.jacksonsart.com, but 
I also buy locally, whenever possible. 
A good art shop is like an Aladdin’s
cave; full of goodies.

Tips and techniques
One of the best tips I ever received 
on colour was from a fellow artist,
whose handling of shadows I admired.
He suggested I use light ultramarine. 
I always use blues and purples, but
this particular colour seems to work
wherever I put it. Derwent burnt
carmine pastel pencil is the same; 
I use it all the time, especially in fur.
When assessing an image the first

thing I look for is the base colours;
vital as they add tones and depth to 
a finished piece and do much of the
hard work towards the latter stages.
Fur is always made up of many
colours so the base tonal values 
come into their own here. It’s worth
spending a little time considering 
an image before putting pencil 
to paper, thinking about it rather 
than going straight in. tHare, pastel on Velour, 111⁄2x161⁄2in. (30x42cm)t

Limi, pastel on Velour, 161⁄2x111⁄2in.
(42x30cm)

t
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hard lines. Having pre-drawn the image,
I use multiple tones for the base layers
whilst not worrying about staying within
the lines or keeping it neat. The joy of

working in layers
is that you build
it up so any
untidy areas 
will disappear. 

Loosen up 
In the early days
I would spend 
a lot of time on
the initial
drawing, making
sure every aspect
was spot on. Lots
of practice over
the years means 
I can start with 
a very loose,
simple drawing
now and add
details as I go.
Once the
background has
colour, I move
on to the eye as,
if that goes well,
the rest generally
follows. It also
brings life into
the painting early
on, which is
something 
I like to do.
I like to be

slightly random
in my approach
to creating
texture. With the
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base tones already there, I use pastel
pencils in several colours, often more
than my hand will hold at any one
time. I make short, light strokes,
carefully following fur direction, but
not being too neat or tidy and instead
chopping and changing the colours
as I go. The combination of the base
tones with multi-coloured strokes
leads to the effect of texture.
Finishing off with small, dark strokes
and occasional bright white marks
bring the picture to life.
The most important aspect of

portrait painting is how to produce 
a likeness of your subject. When
someone commissions me, I always
remember that it is a considered
purchase and often has a huge
emotional value. Photo quality can 
be an issue. If I feel I can’t do the
subject justice, I will be honest and
say so. Better to walk away than
deliver a disappointment. At the end
of the day, I want the owner to see 
a painting of their ‘Shep’ and not 
a random border collie.
Next month I will begin a two-part

painting project of an Alsatian dog,
called Poppy, so you can follow 
the techniques I use to paint pet
portraits in pastel. LP

When I begin a painting, I tend to
throw colour at the paper with pastel
sticks, getting rid of any white spaces
and using circular motions to avoid

Estelle Robinson
See more of Estelle’s work at
www.estellerobinsonart.com;
Facebook Estelle Robinson Art;
Instagram @erportraitartist 
and Twitter @ArtistEstelle

Ladies that Lunch, pastel on Velour, 111⁄2x161⁄2in. (30x42cm)t
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Ladybug, pastel on Pastelmat, 161⁄2x111⁄2in. (42x30cm)t
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Last month I looked at the problems
associated with painting figures in 
the background and middle distance.

The object was to break down some of
the barriers, which often seem to put
figures outside our comfort zone and 
to learn to incorporate them without
breaking stride. If you want to try this,
the main headings for study are the 
same as the recipe for success in all
things watercolour. I have practised 
all of them throughout my professional
life. They are:
Careful observation of your subject will
help you to isolate what matters. Don’t
paint everything just because it’s there.
Find a style and rhythm that works 
for you.
Analyse and deconstruct the paintings 
of other artists whose work you like 
and which succeeds – they tend to be
the same thing – to unravel what they 
are doing right.
Practise, practise, practise. If it’s not
working, ask yourself why. The answers
are there in front of you. Too quick 
or too slow? Remember, timing is
everything. Too fussy or you’ve issed 
the main point? Too much or little
contrast? Be honest with yourself. I’m
often told by students that they have
tried to paint looser or they have tried 
to mix richer washes, when there is no
sign whatsoever of it in their work. If 
you want to kick on then you must go
for it – it’s only paper and paint. 
This month I want to look at figures at

a larger scale. When I first approached
this second article, I thought that it
would have a clear direction, containing
if not rules, then at least a set of
conventions, which could be considered
in much the same way as middle and
background figures. Now as I think 
about it I find that there are as many
exceptions as there are norms so this is
largely a discussion about some selected
images. I hope by the end of it you will
have been given some food for thought. 

counterparts and other parts of the
painting are often subservient to them.
The couple in Musical Interlude
(above) were part of a larger group of
pub musicians. I chose these two t

Part 2 How to incorporate larger-scale figures in your paintings, from 
quickly described summaries to detailed renditions, by Brian Smith

Figures in watercolour

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Identify what matters in 

a figure and record it well

n Understand the role of  tonal
values and shadows in
creating form

n Think about and practise
timing

Watercolour

Creating form
Let’s look first at large-scale figures
painted with attention to detail. They
are rich in characteristics, perhaps 
more vibrant than their middle-distance

Musical Interlude, watercolour, 12x81⁄2in. (30x21.5cm). There were lots of lovely interplays 
of light and shade in this subject. For the girl’s thigh I dampened the surface with a little water
first and laid a mid-strength mixture of cool blues partially into it before finishing with a
slightly richer stroke of blue to create the shadow.

t
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because they appeared to have an agenda
I could isolate and the composition, with
a flotilla of accessories like instruments
and cases, and with an interesting blend
of mainstream and neutral colours, struck
me as having potential.
Working at a large scale can produce

opportunities to go to town with detail.
For instance, in the case of the girl in
Musical Interlude I thought about: 
1 The defining light in the changing
planes of the hands, on the thigh and 
in the topography of the face.
2 The literal patterns, where the large
scale justified some fiddling and lifting 
out from damp paint with a dry, flat 
brush to denote the design of her 
vest top. 
3 The volume in both figures and the
cello, achieved in the subtle transitions 
of tone and colour.
4 The relationship in space, or
juxtaposition, of some of the parts, 
for instance where closely married 
colours and tones lose the lower parts 
of the figures into the darks under the
table, with occasional lifting out to 
hint at form. 
The figures in Duo (left) are not

particularly large, but I included them
here, because they contain marks that 
are suited to a larger scale. They are 
rich in content, which I picked out using
a well-honed No. 12 Round brush. 
In particular, look at the shadow types:
l Some are lost-edged, like the shadow
on the cylinders of the base player’s arm
and the soft transition on his shorts. To
achieve them, richer mixtures were laid
and a paler mixture placed next to it.
Shadows like this denote smooth, even
curves caused by sunlight falling on them. 
l The hard-edged shadows, like those on
the banjo player’s face and the left hands
of both players, are due to the same light
falling on tight radii or arises between
features (the projection of a nose or a
change in the planes of the hand) and 
we do well to make them clear.
l Other shadows, like those on the base
player’s face, on his forearm (from the
mike stand) and on the right side of his
shorts next to his instrument, are
generated by one object in bright,
directional light, casting a shadow on
another immediately adjacent to it. 
They tell us about the relationship
between adjacent objects and are
invariably hard edged.
It’s important to distinguish between 

the three types. If they are reproduced
faithfully they are great descriptors 
of form and location.

Room for detail
Figures at a larger scale bring
opportunities for patterns and creases 

Duo, watercolour, 5x33⁄4in. (13x9.5cm). These figures are lit from top right and we can tell
the orientation and height of the sun from the direction and length of the banjo player’s
shadow. Applying this knowledge helps us to interrogate the scene more rigorously, searching
for clues about form and relationships between the parts. 

t

Shoes, watercolour, 7x10in. (18x25cm).
I painted this at my sister-in-law’s house.
She only had three colours to hand: light
red, Prussian blue and yellow ochre. The
children struck interesting poses, which 
I dealt with in some detail using a 
well-pointed No. 12 Round brush.

t

Watercolour
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in clothing to make another contribution
to our understanding of form. Checks,
stripes and shadows change their shape
and direction as they mould around the
body, giving us clues about the contours
beneath. There are hints of this in action
in Shoes (left), Baseball Chat (right) and
Figures, Dore Green (above right; note
the lady on the top right). 

Baseball Chat is probably the largest 
of the figures in this article and I didn’t
skimp on suggesting detail. I considered
the modelling of the figure in different
ways. Arms, legs, heads and torsos are

Watercolour

t

Baseball Chat, watercolour, 51⁄2x61⁄4in.
(14x16cm). I used burnt sienna in the flesh
tones to reflect a bright, sunny day, sometimes
cooled with a little blue-biased violet or
darkened with a hint of burnt umber.

t

Figures, Dore Green, watercolour, 7x10in.
(18x25cm). This illustration is lifted straight
from my sketchbook, warts and all. It makes a
couple of important points: the first about
posing the figures (or parameters around your
choice of aspect if you can’t control the pose)
and the second about taking time out to
assimilate the important points before
embarking on the painting.

t
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roughly cylindrical shapes, which are
characterised by a mixture of edges;
lost where bright light falls on smooth
curves, found when this is interrupted
by folds or shadows from adjacent
objects. I allowed a little more time
between laying mixtures to create
understated boundaries (justified at 
this scale) between shirt, trousers, 
hat and flesh.

Large figures, less detail
Larger figures need not be synonymous
with detail though. Kitted Out and
Ready to Go (opposite) is based on 
a subject half in light and half in shade,
and has less definition and clarity than
my first examples. The man could look
equally worthy of special attention as
our lady cellist in Musical Interlude
(page 39). Were it not for the fact that
he has been painted contre jour, he
might be. Back lighting tends to auger
against high definition and lots of
clearly defined separate elements
within a figure. Instead, the eye sees 
a harmony of tone, a reduction in the
intensity of colour and soft transitions

between edges, achieved through
correct timing. It should be a mellow
rather than a staccato affair. 

Apart from his relatively large scale,
our attention is drawn to him by high
contrast between his lower half and
an almost white background. His
tonal values float him out of the
shadows on the right, into our view,
on a podium of his own cast shadow.
He is helped by: 
l A subtle corona of light around 
his top half, achieved by stopping
background washes short of his
perimeter.
l His jaunty red-and-white top, which
I subdued by muting its colour with
an earth.
l By laying his head at the vanishing
point of all lines of perspective. 
All of this, ably supported by the 
red-and-white awning behind, draws 
our eye. 

I reinforced the ethereal quality 
of the painting as befits the day, by
avoiding clarity in any faces, though
features and general form are hinted
at. The figures bottom right are closer

but I lost them, together with other
potential distractions, into their
background context using colour,
tone and edge treatment.

Colour and form
Café Culture (above) is meant to
reflect the busy nip-and-tuck of
Montmartre, Paris, where everyone
whether artist or caterer, is vying for
your attention. It’s a bright, vital
environment, alive with sounds,
colour and activity and I used a lot 
of mainstream primary and secondary
colours as well as cutting washes
around lots of white passages to
describe it. 

The cloth-capped waiters with their
braces and checked pants, looking 
for eye contact with passers-by, just
shade it as the main players, framed
with sharp-edged darks. I represented
them like everything else in the
painting, very simply with quick
brushstrokes and lots of white
explanatory highlights – and it makes
the point that a relatively simple 
motif of shapes and colours can be

Watercolour

Café Culture, watercolour, 161⁄2x231⁄2in. (42x60cm). This relatively large demo piece necessitated a well-organised sketch, because it relies
heavily throughout on painting in the negative to create the positive whites in figures and general paraphernalia.

t
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enough to describe a complex
situation. The figures you see front
right are of similar scale, but are
absorbed into the shadows by unifying
blue violets.
I hope I have given you something

to think about. Clearly it isn’t possible,
or even desirable, to think that a
particular scale of working requires 
a particular method. It is probably
important that the style and degree 
of attention you invest in a large-scale

figure are carefully considered 
in the context of the rest of the
painting so that they correlate with
each other. Having a defined plan
is an advantage, too. I strongly
believe that the rest of it is largely
down to practice and, within that
practice, making a commitment to
depart from the familiar in order
to take risks, experiment and get
your own feedback from your
own work. LP

Kitted Out and Ready to Go, watercolour, 11x11in. (28x28cm). Preparation can go some way towards achieving a good result. This is from 
a scene I photographed on the promenade at Lyme Regis. I spotted the chap in red, window-shopping ahead of me as I walked along with the sun
behind me. Thinking there could be a good composition against the light, I skipped ahead and waited for him to hove into view, taking several
snaps to review later.

t

Brian Smith
Brian is a Sheffield-based artist and teacher. 
He leads structured weekly courses in watercolour,
co-runs life-drawing classes at Sheffield’s
Millennium Gallery, lectures in freehand drawing
skills at Sheffield’s Hallam University and delivers
workshops, demonstrations and problem-solving
sessions on any subject to art groups and societies.
Visit www.briansmithartist.co.uk email
brian66artist@hotmail.co.uk or call 0771 4262139 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n How to layer colours

n Build your repertoire of  marks

n Practise erasing techniques
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My personal preference for mark
making is to do short back-and-
forth strokes, covering with

overlapping lines as smoothly and evenly
as possible so that the directions of the
lines are not visible. If the layer is too
light, I repeat with the lines in a different
direction, making sure that the surface is
smooth. You may prefer to lift your pencil
at the end of each stroke, drawing parallel
lines in one direction only, or you may
prefer to make your lines longer because
that is more comfortable for you to do, or
use a different method. Everyone will
develop their own favourite technique.

Colour exercise 1
No set of pencils will carry all possible
colours you could need. You will need 
to layer different colours to achieve the
shades you want, and you will often need
to make transitions from one colour to a
slightly different shade. Exercises such as
the following will help to familiarise you
with the feel of your pencil, and how to
achieve the colours you want. I used
Derwent Coloursoft pencils for most of
these exercises, but you can use whatever
pencils you own, and experiment by
using a mixture of pencils. Some will
layer better than others, and the papers
you choose will also make a difference. 
With a graphite pencil, very lightly draw

horizontal lines using a ruler about one
centimetre apart down your paper.
Leaving a gap at the side for writing the
name of the colour, draw vertical lines
about one centimetre apart. Using your
coloured pencils with quite heavy
pressure, smoothly colour horizontally 
on each line, writing the name of the
colour at the side.
My chart (left) used only ten colours.

After completing the horizontal lines, 
I used the same colours to make vertical
lines over the horizontal ones. After 
going over each small square of colour
previously laid down I checked that I was
not carrying pigment from that colour on
the pencil before I went on to the one
next to it. I went over each small square
of colour with a blender pencil afterwards
to blend more smoothly, cleaning the end
where necessary. Have a go at this

Part 2 Develop your skills as you learn more about mark making with coloured
pencils, colour layering and erasing methods, with Judith Heilbronn Crown

Coloured pencil basics

Coloured pencil

Lemon
yellow

Scarlet

Deep red

Orange

Deep
cadmium

Pale blue

Prussian
blue

Indigo

Green

Mid
green

This diagram shows from left to right:
hatching, cross-hatching, back-and-forth,
scumbling, stippling and multiple cross-
hatching
Hatching Drawing with parallel lines in
one direction is called hatching. The lines
are drawn individually and are visible. 
Cross-hatching If you then draw parallel
lines perpendicular to these it is called
cross-hatching. The result is now slightly
darker with a lot of the paper visible.
This is useful as a basis for flat-looking
surfaces and for fabric textures. 
Back-and-forth Build up smooth layers
of colour by doing the lines closer
together and then repeating

perpendicularly. Hatching can be used to
show structure. 
Scumbling is useful for when a smooth
even surface is required. Using the point
of a sharp pencil draw lightly with small
circular movements that overlap slightly.
This will give a smooth look if done
carefully and slowly. If done with
varying pressure and colours it can be
useful for the impression of foliage, for
example. I use this method when
covering small areas that have irregular
outlines.
Stippling with dots is another method
that can sometimes be useful, especially
for rocky surfaces or sand.
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Colour 
exercise 1: 
Simple 
blending
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exercise using as many lines of colours
as you wish. You may need to make
multiple layers to get the exact colour
and shade you want. 

Colour exercise 2
For the next exercise (right) try using
two light layers of colours for the
horizontal lines – for example, one 
of the horizontal lines in my example
has ochre and electic blue, which give 
a nice distant green – then use different
colours in the vertical lines. If you use 
all your different greens over different
colours, you will create a whole new
range of colours that may be very 
useful in landscapes.
Multiple layers will give smooth 

and rich results. The first layer is an
underpainting that influences the 
colours that are laid down above it. 
It is important that the first layer is laid
down smoothly with no gaps if you are
looking for a smooth finish. It is easier 
to make darker than lighter.

Colour exercise 3
This example has been done using
different pressure from the pencils, 
each one with light, medium and heavy
pressure. The colours produced vary
depending on the pressure used.

Colour temperature
Colours are often referred to as warm 
or cold. If a colour is cold it has more
blue.  A cool yellow will tend towards
green, whilst a warm one will have a
bias towards orange. You can see this 
in the greys where they are often
referred to as warm or cool. 
Silver objects will often have cooler

greys, with a neutral or blue bias where
it is not reflecting, whilst tree trunks
have warmer greys as they have hints 
of browns or reds in them. 

Primary colours
The primary colours are red, yellow 
and blue (printing inks use magenta,
yellow and cyan), but the minimum that
you can work with is really two of each.
If you have a red with a yellow bias,
such as cadmium red, it will mix with
yellows to make orange. The best
oranges will be made if you use a red-
biased yellow, such as cadmium yellow
layered with the yellow-biased red. 
If you have a red with a blue bias, such
as alizarin, magenta or a purplish red, 
it will make nice purples if mixed with
night blue, ultramarine or cobalt blues,
which are biased towards the red. The
same red that makes such an excellent
purple however, when layered with
lemon yellow makes a muddy orange, 
as lemon yellow contains a little blue.
This is why lemon yellow mixed with
cerulean makes a bright green. 
Various proportions of reds, yellows

and blues will make browns, or even
greys. Night blue is useful as it is darker,
and with a dark red and a little yellow
can mix to make a colour that is close 
to black. t

Coloured pencil

Deep cadmium
+ orange

Lemon yellow
+ ochre

Ochre +
electric blue

Lemon yellow
+ electric blue

Deep cadmium
+ light green

Pale brown +
light green

Deep cadmium
+ pale blue

Lemon yellow
+ pale blue

Ochre +
pale blue

Light green
+ pale blue

Light green +
lemon yellow

With blender

Without blender

Lemon yellow Deep cadmium Orange Scarlet

Pale blue Indigo Dark brown Ochre

Ochre/mid
green

Indigo/mid
green

Pale blue/mid
green

Orange/mid
green

Lemon yellow Deep
cadmium

Orange Scarlet

Lemon yellow
/dark green

Deep cadmium
/dark green

Orange
/dark green

Scarlet
/dark green

Pale blue Indigo Electric blue Black

Mid green
(two colours)

Dark green 
(two colours)

Lemon yellow
(three colours)

Lemon yellow
(three colours)

Mid green
(two colours)
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Colour wheels
It is a useful and interesting exercise 
to make a colour wheel. I used Caran
d’Ache Museum pencils for this colour
wheel (left): 240 lemon yellow, 530 gold
cadmium yellow, 560 light cadmium red,
350 purplish red, 149 night blue and 
162 phthalocyanine blue. 
The wheel is from the gold (warm)
cadmium yellow through lemon yellow 
to the phthalocyanine (or cerulean) to the
night blue (or ultramarine) to the purplish
red to the light cadmium red and back to
the gold cadmium yellow. If you draw 
a pair of concentric circles and draw an
equilateral triangle in it, the points should
show where lemon yellow, night blue and
cadmium red are placed. This will make 
the wheel more even.  
Blend gradually from one colour to the
next by lightening the pressure of the 
pencil as you join colours together. You 
will note that the brightness and strength 
of the colours are improved if you use 
a blending pencil. I used the blender pencil
on the outer circumference of the circle to
show this. The blender mixes the pigments
together and smooths out the tiny dots
where the pigment does not reach

TECHNIQUE Erasing methods
Erasing coloured pencil is not as easy as
erasing graphite. It is best to test erasing 
the coloured pencil you are using on a
piece of scrap paper first. An erasing shield
can be very helpful in removing colour from
a small area. My favourite erasers are the
Faber-Castell Perfection 7058 (or the white
end of the 7057), which is more abrasive,
and the Tombow Mono Zero. If you have 
an ordinary eraser cut pieces off to make
sharp corners. If paper is very thin it is 
more likely to be damaged by erasing so it
is always good to test your paper first. Some
people also like the artist putty erasers.
Scotch Magic tape is excellent for
removing the top surface of the pencil, and
if you use the removable tape you will not
need to worry about it causing damage to
the paper. Hold a piece of the tape over 
the area you need to lighten or erase. Press
down onto the tape with a pencil over the
area, and you will see that much of the
pigment transfers to the tape. This can be
repeated a few times. It will not remove 
all the pencil, but will lighten the area 
and remove loose pigment. 
Erasing will lighten the colours and 
white can also lighten of course, although
sometimes it has more of a blending effect.
Not all whites work as well as others. 
My preference is the Derwent Watercolour
Chinese white. LP

Judith
Heilbronn Crown

Judith is a member of the United
Kingdom Coloured Pencil Society.
Visit www.ukcps.org.uk for details. 

Colours are:
Coloursoft lemon
yellow; Luminance
permanent red; Van
Gogh Burnt sienna;
Prismacolor English red
light; Albrecht Dürer
walnut brown; and
Albrecht Dürer black

Derwent Drawing
Chinese white

Derwent Watercolour
Chinese white

Museum white

Albrecht Dürer white

Inktense white

Prismacolor white

Supracolor II white

Tape laid down
and pressed

Tape with erasing
shield

Faber-Castell
Perfection 7057

Battery eraser and
Derwent watercolour
white (+ shield)

Blender pencil (remember to
clean the blender pencil first)

ERASING METHODS
The upper half is lightened by whites and the lower part by
erasing with different methods. 

The colour wheel t

Llanberis Flora and Rocks, coloured pencil
on Ampersand gessobord, 16x121⁄4in. (41x31cm)

t

Coloured pencil
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Soft pastel is a versatile medium with
much to recommend it. All types of
styles can be achieved, from highly

detailed to loose and expressive. 
These days, I like to put quite a lot of

work into the preparation process, 
before even creating a finished painting.
To experiment and, hopefully, discover 
a different approach to what would
normally be a conventional subject. 

Follow Tim Fisher as he works through a subject, from compositional sketches 
in graphite and Conté crayons to painting with acrylic ink and pastel

A prelude to pastel

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Work through a variety of  ideas 

to find a finished painting

n Techniques for using Conté crayons,
acrylic inks and soft pastel

Soft pastel 

Step 1 The subject
This painting began as a chance view of a farmhouse as we passed through Burley in Rutland and
stopped to take a few photographs of the subject. I felt I had the best angle with this photograph.
I liked the way the cottage on the left sat with the backdrop of mature trees, but wasn’t so keen 
on the building to the right which had been extended or built at some point in the recent past. 

t

Step 2 
The sketch 
My next step was to
create a sketch of 
the subject using a
Canson hard-bound
sketchbook and sharp
3B pencil. At this
point I began editing
the scene by
removing the fence
that cut right across
the foreground and
lightly drew the
subject. There was no
directional sunlight
on this day so 
I decided to light the
front of the three-
chimney cottage by
bringing the light in
from the right. Darkening the background
trees made the building stand out and adding
a drift of grass improved the foreground.

t
You will need
n Conté crayons 
l Black
l White
l Bistre 
l Sanguine

n FW Acrylic Inks
l Crimson
l Rowney blue 
l Yellow ochre 

n Sennelier soft pastels
colours

See colours (below)

SENNELIER PASTELS USED

44
orange
lead

933
nasturtium
orange 

752
cinnabar
green

198 
cadmium
yellow 
orange 

903 nickel
yellow

183
English
green

423
blue
grey 

Compositional sketch, graphite,
8x10in. (20.5x25.5cm)

t

360
cobalt
blue

20 flesh
ochre

216 
resida
green grey

613
cadmium
yellow 
deep

904 nickel
yellow

335 
blue
violet

482
purplish
blue grey

190 hot
brown
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t

Soft pastel

Step 4 Four colours
1 The drawing still had quite a mechanical
feel to it so I worked over the subject with 
a set of four Conté crayons in black, white,
bistre and sanguine. These are essentially
hard chalk pastels and are ideal for
sketching, as fine lines or blocks of tone 
can be applied. 
2 I blocked in the rooftops and 
background trees with sanguine, which 
is a red-brown and added the shadows to
the sides and front of the building using
bistre, which is a dark brown. 
3 I added a combination of bistre 
and sanguine into the foreground. 
4 I used black to darken the background
trees and left-hand bush then added 
white for the highlights.

t

THINK TONALLY
At first glance the selection of colours 
I used for the Conté sketch (below) 
may seem quite limiting, but it does
help with the pastel process by
thinking more tonally. Greater tonal
ranges can also be achieved by varying
the pressure when applying the stick;
note how much darker the left-hand
bush is by applying more pressure. The
opacity of the chalk helps to conceal
some of the ink marks, producing freer
work. The changes made at this stage
were to add a partial cast shadow onto
the outbuilding and sloping shadows
cast by the chimneys onto the rooftop.
The house on the right was simply
painted and using the grey of the
paper appears to be in partial shadow. 

Step 5 Acrylic ink
Taking a piece of Fisher 400 Artpaper,
which I glued to 1mm board to prevent
curling, I worked quickly and loosely. I drew
the subject I was now familiar with, using 
a matchstick dipped in black FW Acrylic Ink.
Before the ink had time to dry, I bled the
edges to form shadows using a 3⁄4in. flat
brush and clean water. I then added
additional tone with diluted black ink and
allowed the surface to dry completely. 

t

Step 3 Recreating the image
A few weeks later I developed this subject
into a pastel painting. I wasn’t completely
happy with the sketch so decided to recreate
it. It’s refreshing to use a completely different
approach by using a sheet of Sennelier
l’Esprit du Pastel. This is a grey pastel paper
with a crystal insert, which takes pastel really
well. I drew the subject with a fine Faber-
Castell Pitt Artist pen, adding a few highlights
with white FW Acrylic Ink and a steel dip pen. 

t

Burley Farmhouse sketch, ink and Conté crayons, 9x12in. (23x30.5cm) t
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Soft pastel 

Tim Fisher
Find out more about Tim and his work
by visiting www.timfisherartist.co.uk 

Step 7 The finishing touches 
1 I worked over the entire tree area with English
green then added a layer of hot brown near the
roof of the sunlit building. To complete the
backdrop touches of cinnabar green were 
added to indicate lighter areas of foliage. 
2 I worked on the buildings next, drawing the
chimney pots with sanguine Conté then used
purplish blue grey to define the shadows on 
the rooftops. I used a Conté black crayon to
mark some of the edges and indicate the
windows, doorways and fencing. 

t

3 Cobalt blue was added to indicate flashes of
light on the dormer windows and projecting
roof of the right-hand building. 
4 For the outhouse on the left, the walls were
created using flesh ochre and nasturtium orange
for the rooftop, with a few marks of cadmium
yellow orange to indicate the pan tiles. 
5 Heavily applied hot brown was used to
represent the bush growing in from the left. 
6 To finish, I added the foreground, starting
with a deep shadow using purplish blue grey

near the buildings, which merged at the bottom
of the picture into blue violet. Over these colours,
strokes of cadmium yellow deep, cadmium
yellow orange and 904 nickel yellow with blue
violet were applied to represent the grasses.

Demonstration continued
Step 6 An explosion of colour

1 At this stage I added a combination of crimson, Rowney blue and 
yellow ochre FW Acrylic Inks over the surface. The ochre was painted into
the sky area down to the base of the tree line followed by red and blue at 
the bottom. I added a little more blue to introduce a green tinge into the
bank of trees. Care had to be taken when working with three colours that
only two come into contact with each other to prevent greys forming. 
2 I let the surface dry completely then selected Sennelier soft pastels. 
I began by working 904 then 903 nickel yellow into the lower right of the
sky then painted cobalt blue into the remaining sky area, adding sky holes
into the bank of trees. I didn’t finger blend as these types of surfaces can
make your fingers sore. Instead I used the pastel as the blender, which 
had the additional benefit of keeping the work clean and bright. 
3 Resida grey green was used for the sunlit rooftops and blue grey for 
the darker rooftops and shadows. 
4 I added orange lead to highlight some of the walls facing the sun and
scribbled cadmium yellow orange and blue violet into the foreground.

t

The finished painting Burley Farmhouse, pastel and acrylic ink on Fisher 400 Artpaper, 10x13in. (25.5x33cm)t
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Scratchboard is one of the most
exciting, detailed, unknown media in
the UK and in case you missed my

articles in the May and June 2018 issues
of Leisure Painter, I will start with a recap
of what scratchboard is all about.

Put simply, scratchboard is a form of
direct engraving. The board,
manufactured by Ampersand, is made
from hard masonite, with a smooth thin
layer of white clay, topped with a layer of
black ink. It is available online from the
likes of Jackson’s or Cass Art, in various
sizes. To create your image you use sharp
or abrasive tools to scratch the black ink
to reveal the white clay underneath. If
you make a mistake, don’t panic. It is
surprisingly forgiving, and generally
brushing your error with black Indian ink
should cover enough to be able to correct

it. It is amazing how much fine detail 
can be achieved.
I hope you enjoy following the

demonstration and you would like to try
scratchboard for yourself. Please contact
me if I can be of further help and I would
love to see any work you might like 
to show me.

More adventures in the world of scratchboard, with Jenny Dalleywater

Welcome to the dark side
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Next steps in scratchboard

n Satisfy that detail itch

n New techniques to try 

Scratchboard

My subject for this article is a seasonal
robin on a snow-topped branch. I added
the snow as an addition to the photo. 
I found the image on Pixabay, which is 
a great source of images you can use
copyright free. I printed a coloured (left)
and a black-and-white version (below
left) of the photograph, which helped 
to show the values. Use a photo-editing
program to adjust the size of your photo
to fit the board you will be using. It helps
if you have your reference photo on 
your smart phone or iPad, as it is makes
it easy to enlarge the photo to see 
details more clearly.

A NOTE ON YOUR TOOLS
1 Using fine grit sandpaper, or even 
an emery board, you can form the tip
of the fibre glass brush into a point, 
or a very fine edge, which helps to
access small areas.
2 When using the fibre glass brush, 
do not brush your hand across the
work, as the smallest of fibres from
the brush can break off and settle into
the skin. If this happens, I am told 
a piece of duct tape laid across the
shard and pulled off quickly can help
remove the offending piece of fibre.
Prevention is better than cure though
and wearing a pair of thin gloves 
can protect your work.

Demonstration Robin

TIP I highly recommend getting a spare
‘test’ board so you can try out strokes
and tools until you feel confident.

Craft knifet

Fibre glass brush toolst

Your colour reference photographt A black-and-white reference t
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t

Scratchboard

Step 1 
If you wish, draw your design freehand onto
the board then use a white pastel pencil,
although take care not to wipe the image
off as you work. I tend to use
white carbon paper,
Tracedown. Trace around the
image, just enough to see
the key points. Using a
coloured pencil to trace
helps you see where you
have drawn. You aren’t
cheating by tracing the
image, as the end result will
be your own interpretation
of the original photograph.

t
You will need
n Surface
l Ampersand scratchboard

5x7in. (13x18cm)

n Tools (see below left)
l Craft knife with a very sharp

No. 11 blade. I use X-acto
which has a cross head to 
insert the blade 

l Fibre glass brush tools for
creating graduated tonal
values, smoothing blade
scratches and creating texture.
The thicker red-cased tool
(bottom) is useful for removing
larger areas of black ink.

n Miscellaneous
l Rustoleum Crystal clear 

matt varnish

Step 2
Starting at the top of the head and around 
the eyes, use the craft knife to add very light
strokes. It is better to add more strokes than try
to cover up ones that are too heavy. Follow the
direction of the feathers to give shape to the
head. From the beginning, remember your work
is likely to go through an ugly stage and you
might feel like giving up, but don’t. Keep
working and you will work through that stage
and be amazed at how many layers the board
can take. This is a slow process and to achieve 
a good finish it is important not to rush.

t

Step 3
1 Add more light strokes immediately around
the eye, building the strokes up where the area
is lighter. Remember the more you scratch, the
lighter it becomes. You set the level of tonal
values by the amount of scratches you make.
2 For the highlight in the eye, I used the finest
of the fibre glass brushes. I used the blade 
and the brush for the beak.

t

TIP Determine which is the right side
of the carbon before starting to trace. 
If the wrong way round, you’ll have
nothing to show for your work, as 
I discovered before. When working, try 
to rest your hand on a piece of paper 
to prevent erasing the traced image
and keep the board clean.
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Demonstration continued

Step 5 
1 Try to follow the shaping of the feathers,
particularly on the wing. It’s not easy, but
be patient and, if you need to correct
anything, use a diluted wash of Indian ink
and a small paintbrush, mop with a tissue
and wait to dry, before re-scratching. I also
started tiny strokes on the feet and legs.
2 At this point, I added a light, diluted
wash of Indian ink over the whole bird. 
It may feel a bit disheartening to see your
work dulled down, but sometimes certain
areas become a little too bright and it
helps to re-establish the tonal values. 
Re-scratching also improves the density 
of the feathers. It doesn’t take as long as
re-scratching the first layer, as you are 
only greying your work down a little and
don’t be worried about doing this. Mop
with a tissue, wait for it to dry, before 
re-scratching. Repeat as necessary, 
but never scratch into wet clay.

t

Step 6 
In this next step, I began 
to work on the branch,
initially using the thicker
fibre glass brush then
combining it with the finer
tool and the blade. It is not
so important to follow the
photo exactly in this, but
use your own interpretation 
of the bark. The fibre glass
brush is also useful for
softening the blade lines on
both the branch and the
feathers, although practise
on your test board first, as
it must be used very lightly.
I added the snow effect on
the top of the branch
entirely using the fibre 
glass brushes.

t

t

Step 4
From here on it’s a question of scratching away, in 
the direction of the feathers and the shading. Add more
scratches where the image is lighter and fewer where
darker. Always follow the reference photo and placing a
finger on the photo in the area you are working helps focus
the mind a lot and stops you getting lost. This is only your
first layer and my finished picture had many, many layers
of scratching to build up the density of the feathers, 
but always with the lightest of strokes.

t

TIPS 1 Black Indian ink is great for 
re-shading or covering, but I also use a
black Artists’ quality coloured pencil or
black or grey Faber-Castell Pitt Pens. These
are very useful additions to your tool kit.

2 It is important to observe your reference
photo constantly. The feathers in the photo
I used quite clearly show they lay over one
another in different directions. You can
keep adding layers to build up the feathers.

Scratchboard
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Jenny Dalleywater
Jenny is a Kent-based artist living near
Tunbridge Wells. She specialises in realistic
work of domestic and wild animals, using
various media, but with a special love 
for scratchboard. See more of Jenny’s work 
on her Instagram page: jennyD_art_ and
Facebook: JennyD Art. You are welcome 
to contact Jenny with any questions or 
if you would like to join a workshop. 
Email jennydart18@gmail.com

Step 7 
The finished image in black and white.
I worked quite a bit on the layers and
defining the feathers until I was reasonably
happy. You can tidy up the edges by using 
a black Faber-Castell Pitt Pen if necessary.

t

Step 8
1 However, no robin should be in black and
white. Its lovely red breast deserves showing
off so I set about giving it some colour.
Initially, I used an undercoat of watercolour,
and completed it using Faber-Castell
Polychromos coloured pencils, which sit very
happily over the watercolour. I scratched
into the colour, re-coloured and re-scratched
a few times until I was happy with it.
2 When finished, any scuff marks shouldn’t
be a problem, once you varnish it. I use
Rustoleum matt clear varnish. Varnishing
really brings it to life, but follow the
instructions on the can and only use in dry
and ventilated conditions, as any moisture
in the air could form white drops in the
spray and spoil your work.

t

TIP If you wish to add colour,
particularly using watercolour or
inks, it is very important to ensure
you have removed enough of the
black ink. You will see if you haven’t,
as the black ink coating will muddy
the colours you are adding. Once
again, don’t fret if this happens, just
wait for the coating to dry and start
scratching again. I said this board
can take lots of layers, but light,
light, light is always the key.

The finished image Robin, Ampersand scratchboard, 5x7in. (13x18cm)t
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Some four years ago shop-owner
Adrian Hill turned 40 and, like many
celebrating a milestone birthday,

questioned what he wanted to do next.
The answer presented itself one evening
while watching television. ‘I saw an
episode of Sky Portrait Artist of the 
Year and thought: I can do that! Surely
it’s easy to paint a portrait.’

Unsurprisingly, he struggled in his early
attempts at portraiture and turned to
painting cityscapes around his hometown
of Pontefract. They proved successful, but
Adrian didn’t gain a lot of pleasure from
the process. ‘I love painting portraits,’ he
says. ‘They are the most natural subjects
for me to paint.’
Adrian took up acrylics for the first six

months before he changed to oils, his
present medium. ‘Acrylic proved to be
just too difficult for portrait painting, as it
dries too quickly for blending and I
couldn’t achieve a natural skin-tone effect.
I looked to the Old Masters for inspiration
and they used oils.’ So he picked up the
tried-and-tested medium of the likes of
Rembrandt and didn’t look back. 

Oils for portraits
‘To begin, acrylics seemed so much safer
and easier to use than oils, but I took the
leap. I learned oil painting online and
through reading books and magazines. I
didn’t want to learn from a specific
teacher, as I found early on that every
teacher’s advice was different. You have
to pick the advice to suit you and come
up with your own style.’ 
Great art comes from the imagination,

he says. ‘Once you’ve grasped the basics,
you need to begin to rely on your
imagination. It takes a lot of time and
makes the learning process more difficult,
but you begin to create your own style
and something a bit different in the
process. 
‘There hasn’t been a day that’s passed

when I haven’t picked up a brush. I paint
every day, perhaps just for half an hour.
It’s amazing how quickly you progress in
the early years. I can paint a likeness
now, but it took four years to arrive at
this stage. Now that I can produce a
likeness, I want to paint more ambitious
pieces.’

Proportion and value
A lot of beginners struggle with what’s
important in a portrait, says Adrian, who
focuses on two essential elements:
proportion and value. Get the value right
and you can get away with using any
colour palette for the skin tones of the
face. If the values are off, however, it will
never look right.
Drawing and looking are vital for his

way of working. ‘Look at what’s in front
of you and as you draw ask yourself: is
the drawing in proportion? Many students
do a lot of outlining, but there are no
lines in nature, there is no definition
between the side of the nose and the
cheek, for instance. To make it look like a
nose and a cheek, you need to use
correct tonal values. Don’t make the
mistake of painting what you think
should be there, always paint what’s in
front of you.’
Adrian paints in layers, using the Old

Flemish method of painting a ‘dead layer’
(so called for its grey tones) before

With time and effort, anyone can paint, says Adrian Hill, 
winner of the Leisure Painter Award in our TALP Open 2018

Adrian Hill

Inspiration

What’s Around the Corner?, oil on canvas, 271⁄2x231⁄2in. (70x60cm) winner of the Leisure Painter
Award in our TALP Open 2018

t
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adding the colour. ‘I begin with a line
drawing of the head, ensuring it is in
proportion. Next comes the blocking-in
stage, just using burnt umber to produce 
a monochrome portrait; it is much easier
to get the values correct when just
working in one colour. 
‘Once dried, the basic six grey skin tones

are then added in patches, known as the
‘dead layer’. I mix the dead layer skin
tones using titanium white, yellow ochre,
light red and raw umber. Starting with
pure raw umber as my darkest dark,
becoming progressively lighter in six
stages, to the lightest skin tone of titanium
white, with a very small amount of light
red and yellow ochre. This grey
underlayer is kept quite simple, and acts
as a couch on which to paint over. Once 
it is completely dry, I add the final colour
layer. If something doesn’t look right
while applying this final layer, I simply
wipe the layer off, and still have the dead
layer underneath. 
‘The final layer uses the same six base

colours I use in the dead layer stage, but
now I also add extra colours to my palette
in which to mix into them: sap green,
cobalt blue and cadmium red. It’s very

‘I have spent much of the past
four years sitting in a room,

painting. You begin to wonder
why you dedicate so much time 
to painting. Winning the Leisure
Painter 2018 Award is validation

for all the hard work I have put in,
and helps me to recognise that
actually I am quite good at this.’

Night Swimming, oil on canvas, 33x25in. (84x64cm) t

Is This Going To Take Much Longer?, oil on canvas, 231⁄2x191⁄2in. (60x50cm) t
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important to keep the colours muted. 
I often see over-saturated skin tones;
flesh tones are more grey than pink.’ 
Taking photos of each stage is

important for him. When things go
wrong, which inevitably they will at
some point, there is a chance to look
back at the sequence of the painting, 
and find where you will need to 
change the process.   

Moving on
In the early days, Adrian’s aim was
simply to achieve a likeness. Now it’s
more about the stories behind his
paintings – finding a narrative. ‘The 
aim is to create paintings that evoke 
an emotion in the viewer. My advice?
Don’t be boring – do something that’s
interesting and stands out. My new series
– After Dark – focuses on dark and light
shadows, realistic skin tones and the 
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dry-brush technique. When you look 
at the paintings close up, they have 
a painterly style, but some areas are
worked in detail.’ 
The artist favours Winsor & Newton

Alkyd paints for their fast-drying
properties, which are vital when working
in layers and, although he works with 
a limited palette and mixes his own
colours, he owns a number of what 
he calls ‘convenience’ colours, such as
purple and orange. ‘One of the basics of
learning to paint and probably the first
thing you should master is to understand
colours and how to mix them,’ he says.
‘It takes a lot of practice before colour
mixing becomes second nature. When
you’re only working with four colours at
the beginning, it’s much easier to learn
to mix. You can add more colours as
you go on, but don’t overcomplicate the
palette. My basic four were: yellow, red,
blue, raw umber and, of course, mixing
white. I began with titanium white (a
strong mixing white), cadmium yellow,
French ultramarine blue, permanent
alizarin crimson and raw umber. These
make a good basic palette from which
any skin tone can be mixed.’ LP

Adrian Hill
Find out more about Adrian and 
his work by joining him on Facebook:
facebook.com/HillArtist or visiting his
website at hill-art.co.uk. Turn to pages
10 to 11 for details of this year’s 
TALP Open competition. 

After Dark 02, Everything’s Gonna Be OK, oil on canvas, 543⁄4x391⁄4in. (139x100cm)t

Luna Man, oil on canvas,
291⁄2x251⁄2in. (75x65cm)

t

ADRIAN’S TOP TIPS
l The two most important elements 

of portrait painting are proportion 
and value. 

l Try to paint life size. Larger than life
can look odd and painting smaller than
life size leaves less room for errors. 

l Keep to a limited palette – don’t
overcomplicate your palette with
unnecessary colours. 

l Photographs condense a lot of colour,
especially in the shadow areas. Learn 
to look beyond the information 
a photograph gives you. You won’t 
get this overnight; it takes practice. 
I produce a little colour sketch at 
the same time as I take a subject’s
photograph to remind me. 

l Don’t use straight black from the 
tube; everything has colour. 

l Keep looking at your subject and 
paint what you see. The whites of 
the eyes, for instance, are not bright
white, but are a whiter version of 
your subject’s skin tones.

l Photograph each stage so you can 
look back on the process. 

l Paint every day.
l Portraits are not commercial and 

to develop you need to create more
ambitious pieces that people will 
want to hang on their walls.
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As I mentioned in my previous
article (Leisure Painter, Summer
2018), it is not always possible to

paint from life as plants are not always 
in season when needed. So the first 
thing we need to do is begin a collection
of images that will become our ‘go to’
library. If you have a lovely plant in
flower in your garden, it is a good time 
to take lots of photos of it, ready to 
work from at a later date.

From these images begin by sketching
the flower heads and leaves, and arrange
them into a composition with which you
feel pleased. Once done you are ready 
to trace out the whole composition on
the paper, ready to paint.

In this article, I will be demonstrating
how to draw and paint hellebores, 
a beautiful flowering plant at this time 
of year.  

Masking fluid
One of the most striking things about 
a hellebore is the array of stamens that
contrast with and stand out against the
corolla. This is where masking fluid can
be put to good use. Masking fluid is a
useful tool that enables you to keep 
areas of your painting completely white.
Whilst painting the following hellebore
with washes you will find it invaluable, 
as the stamens are too tiny to paint
around easily, however there are some
basic guidelines that you will need to
follow otherwise you will just be left 
with a mess.
1 First of all don’t shake the bottle. 
If needed, just stir it gently, otherwise
clumps will form in the latex, which 
will make it difficult and messy to apply.
2 You can apply masking fluid over a
painted area but when you remove it 
the paint will appear faded.
3 You must always make sure that your
paper is completely dry before applying
masking fluid. If your paper is damp 
the fluid will almost certainly stick
permanently to your paper and, when
you try to rub it off, it will tear away 
the top layer of your painting.
4 You will want to make sure that the
masking fluid is completely dry before

you paint over it otherwise your paint
will just form a messy puddle of both.
5 Once applied it is good not to leave it
on for too long as it will eventually form
a bond with the surface of the paper
and will again tear away its top layer
when you try to remove it. t

Follow tips and techniques to help you draw and paint 
hellebores in all their natural detail, by Catherine Harriyott

Beauty in the detail

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Practise lifting out and colour

matching techniques

n How to paint petals and foliage
accurately

n Practise masking fluid techniques

Watercolour

EXERCISE 1
Colour matching
One of the pleasures of working from
photos is that it is fun to colour match,
noticing the contrasts between the lightest
and darkest tones. To do this you will need
to make yourself a little square cut-out.
Cut out a two-and-a-half inch square of
the paper you will be using for the
finished painting and inside that cut out 
a smaller square to form a window. Begin
by placing your square over the section of
your photo you are going to paint. Straight
away you will observe with more clarity
the colour and tone of that particular 
area of the flower.
Mix your paint to match as accurately 

as you can, noticing the very lightest 
and darkest tones. I found a 50:50 mix 
of Schminke Horadam Aquarell brilliant
red violet and perylene violet gave me 
the closest match to the image.
As you do this step by step throughout

your painting you will achieve a more
lively-looking image as more tonal
contrast will be evident.

EXERCISE 2
Lifting paint 
A simple way to
add texture to a
wash is to lift off
some of the paint
with a clean dry
brush. This is not
hard to do, but
does need to be
practised so you
become familiar
with the
technique, as it
does need to be done fairly swiftly 
before the wash has started to dry.
To practise this you will need to have

clean water and paper towel on hand.
Begin by laying down a small patch of
wash. Quickly rinse your brush and dry it
on the paper towel then firmly run your

brush across the patch of wash and it 
will pick up the surface layer of paint.
It is fun trying this out with all sorts 

of absorbent surfaces, different shaped
brushes, scrunched-up paper or cotton
wool. I found cotton buds useful when
painting cyclamen leaves.

6 It is easily removed by gently
rubbing it away with a rubber or even
your fingers once the paint has dried.
7 One final note is that you will not
want to use one of your good brushes
to apply it, as it does tend to cause
them damage.
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Watercolour

You will need
n Surface
l Hot-pressed 

botanical 
watercolour 
paper 20x18in. 
(50x45cm)

n Brushes
l Pro Arte Rounds 

Nos. 5 & 1

n Horadam
Aquarell
watercolour
l Brilliant 

red violet 
l Perylene violet
l Sap green
l Bismuth yellow
l Perylene green

Step 2 How to paint the flower headt

1 I find it best to apply the masking fluid to
the stamens section by section as I work. So,
using an old brush carefully apply the fluid
and leave to dry. Remember to wash your
brush immediately or the latex will glue it up.
2 When the masking fluid is dry, apply a dark
mix of your ready prepared paint as close 
to the stamens as possible then, with water,
begin to pull the paint to the edges of the
petal. I used a Pro Arte No. 5 brush.
3 Working quickly, just as in Exercise 2, 
rinse and dry your brush on a piece of 
paper towel and carefully lift off some of 
the colour to indicate the veins.
4 Leave this to dry before adding more
washes. Work in the same way for
each petal, using your square as
you go to help you notice the light
and dark tonal variations. As
always, it is good practice to leave
a petal between each worked area
to prevent any bleeding of lines.
5 On some petals you may notice
a greenish tinge near the tips. 
To tackle this I added a thin wash
of sap green to these areas. 
Leave this to dry before going 
over with the purple wash as
before. Remember not to paint
over the green.
6 When all is done and dry, add
the detail of the veins. Notice that
the web of veins travel all the way
to the edge of the petal; this
makes sense as they are carrying
precious nutrients. To add these, 
I simply drew them in with 

Step 1 
Draw your
composition.

t

Demonstration Helleborus orientalis

a Pro Arte No. 1 brush using the same 
dark paint mix as before. You will not
want to overload your brush with too
much paint or the fine line required will
be thick and clumpy, and not at all like 
a delicate vein.
7 Finally when everything is dry, gently
rub away your masking fluid. Because
the masking fluid will probably remove
the graphite you may need to re-draw
the stamens. I painted them with a very
light wash of sap green then carefully
painted around them with a dark mix of
the purple paint using the Pro Arte No. 1.
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Watercolour

Catherine Harriyott
Catherine is a Sussex-based artist, who
studied with the Society of Botanical
Artists. She offers painting lessons to
anyone who simply wants to have a go.
Email harriyott.painting@gmail.com

Step 3 How 
to paint the
foliage 
1 I have always
found it easier to
paint the veins of 
a leaf first; this 
then gives you 
a clear guide to
follow. Looking at 
a hellebore leaf, you
will notice that the
main vein runs near
enough straight
down the centre of
the leaf from base 
to tip. From this they
branch out on the
left and right then
split again and again to form a sort 
of honeycomb pattern, reaching 
right out to the leaf’s edge. The veins on
these leaves are yellow-green in colour 
so using my square, I found that bismuth
yellow mixed with a little of the sap green
used before worked as a close match.
2 Using a mix of 50:50 sap green and
perylene green begin painting the little

t

t

sections in between the veins. I used
the Pro Arte No. 1. With each leaf
work from the inside of each section,
adding paint then, with a little water,
pull the paint to the edges just like
you did for the petals. This can be
time consuming, but is worth it as 
the leaves look more alive than they
would if they were painted with just 
a flat surface wash.
3 Once all is dry, take your brush 
very lightly around the outside of the
leaves, gently highlighting the serrated
edge. This must be done lightly
otherwise there is a danger of a heavy
outline being drawn, rather like on 
a child’s painting.
4 Where the top of the stalks meet 
a flower head add a delicate wash of
the same mix you used for the flower
heads then add a light wash of the 
sap green over the top. For the main
woodier stalks paint the reverse,
laying down 
a wash in the sap green first then,
when dry, gently stroke over the 
stem with a little of the purple mix.

TIP Look out for the darker 
and lighter areas of the leaf. 
Is one in front of another
causing a shadow? Or would
there be a shadow on the leaf
cast by a flower head?

The finished painting Hellebore
Orientalis, Horadam Aquarell
watercolour on HP watercolour
paper, 20x18in. (50x45cm)

t
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Two of the most common and
dramatic elements of a seascape 
are breaking waves and reflections 

in wet sand. These two exercises will 
show you in a few easy steps exactly how
to use acrylics to incorporate two exciting
features into your next ocean painting.

How to paint a breaking wave and reflections in wet sand, by Elena Parashko

Coastal reflections

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Practise acrylic painting techniques

n How to add movement to your
coastal scenes

n Understand reflections and 
how to paint them

Seashore Reflections, acrylic, 10x12in. (25x30cm). I built this painting around these demonstrations of how to paint a breaking wave
and reflections on the shoreline. 

t

EXERCISE 1 Breaking wave 
To achieve the smooth transition of
colour on a wave face, it is necessary
to blend the colours while they are
wet. As acrylic paints dry fairly
quickly, it is a good idea to premix
all colours before starting to paint.
When mixing acrylic paints,
remember that they dry a bit 
darker so make your mixes slightly
lighter than you need.

Paint a breaking wave and
reflections in wet sand in the
context of this drawn composition

t

Acrylic
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Step 6
When painting the foam, remember the light source. In this
demonstration, the sun is on the right so the highlight will be painted 
on the top and right side of the foam clusters; shadows will be on the 
left and underside; and the mid-tone will be in between the highlight 
and shadow. When painting with acrylics it’s usual to paint from dark 
to light so begin by dabbing the darker purple in the shadowed areas of
the foam. A small Round brush creates a frothy foam texture effectively.

t

Ultramarine
blue + crimson

+ yellow
oxide

+ more white + more white

Step 5 
The foam on a breaking wave is
basically white, but it will need a
shadow colour to create a sense of
volume. A soft purple-grey is effective.
Mix ultramarine blue with a touch 
of alizarin crimson to make a blue-
biased purple. Once you are satisfied
grey it off slightly with a small
amount of yellow oxide or yellow
ochre. Add titanium white to make
the shadow colour for the foam. Place
some of this colour into a separate
pile and add more titanium white 
to make a very light purple for the
mid-tone of the foam. Use titanium
white for the highlights of the foam.

t

Step 2
Paint the darkest colour (phthalo green and phthalo blue) 
at the base of the wave face using a small flat brush with
horizontal strokes. I chose a brush that was as wide as 
the band of colour I wanted to paint.

t

Phthalo green
+ phthalo blue

+ white

+ more white + more white

Step 3
Working quickly, wash and dry your brush 
then apply a band of the slightly lighter
turquoise mix directly above the lower wave

t Step 4
Repeat this process by blending the last two
tones of turquoise over the wave face, with
the lightest colour at the crest of the wave.

t

face colour. Blend the edges of these two
colours together to create a smooth transition
of colour for the middle of the wave face.

Step 1 
First, mix the darkest colour
for the base of the wave face.
For this wave, I made a lovely
turquoise by mixing phthalo
green and phthalo blue. Once
happy with this core colour, 
I scooped some into a separate
pile and added titanium white
to make a slightly lighter tone.
It was a simple matter of
progressively adding more
titanium white to make 
two more lighter tones 
of turquoise.

t

Step 7 
Use the same technique to apply the lighter purple colour as the mid-tone
of the foam. Fill out the area between the shadow and highlight.

t

Step 8
To complete the breaking wave, dab titanium white highlights over
the remaining sections of foam. Add final details of sea spray with 
a small brush.

t
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Step 1 
A thin film of water on sand will reflect surrounding elements of the
landscape, such as the sky, rocks and the foam of shoreline breakers. 
This reflective area is therefore usually one of the last sections to be
painted. When painting reflections, it is important to know that light
colours reflect a bit darker and dark colours reflect lighter. Original paint
colours for the sky, rocks and foam can be used, but they will need to 
be adjusted accordingly.

t

Step 3
The second stage was to paint the reflection of the foam on the
shoreline breakers above, and the foamy edge of the curved wash on
the left. I darkened the titanium white highlight of the foam with a
touch of the purple for a mid-tone and sparingly smudged a broken
line beneath the foam into the wet sand.

t

Step 2
The reflection of the sky was the first layer to be painted. I darkened the
original sky colour (cobalt blue and titanium white) with a touch of the
left-over sand colour (raw umber and titanium white). This was applied
with horizontal strokes, allowing streaks of the sand underneath to show
through. I let this dry before adding the next layer to the reflection.

t

EXERCISE 2 Reflections in wet sand

Step 5
The final stage was to establish the horizontal surface tension of the water
by adding ripples and streaks. I applied the brown rock reflection colour
and the off-white foam reflection colour with a fine liner brush. Off-white
was also used for the glisten around the edges of the pool and where the
rocks are sitting in the wet sand. To indicate the line of damp sand around
the lower edge of the reflection, I glazed with some of the original darkest
purple foam colour, before titanium white was added to it.

t

Elena Parashko
Elena is the author of the empowering book Survival Guide for
Artists: How to Thrive in the Creative Arts. Paperback available
via her website and e-book via Amazon. For more information
about her work visit www.elenaparashko.com or email
info@elenaparashko.com. Her blog has a wealth of
information for artists: www.survival guideforartists.com 

Wild is the Wind, oil, 291⁄2x231⁄2in. (75x60cm)t
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These same techniques can be successfully used with oil paints, as 
you can see in my painting Wild is the Wind (right). The only difference
in technique is that oils take a long time to dry, which makes blending
the wave face easier.

t

Step 4
For the reflection of the rocks, I used a touch of sky colour to lighten their
original shadow colour of raw umber and titanium white and their mid-
tone of yellow oxide. These were then heavily diluted with acrylic painting
medium to create a glaze. I used a soft flat nylon brush to streak bands of
both colours vertically from the rocks down into the reflected sky colour.

t
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If you read my article in last month’s
issue you may recall I made this 
tonal pencil sketch (below) from the

photograph (right) I took in Orvieto in
Umbria, Italy. I snapped a lady hunting 

for her keys in a side street, which, 
I thought, would translate into an
interesting painting. 

As you can see, I decided against
including the plants, flowers and large
streetlamp high up in the photo, however,
you may choose to include these. As the
artist you have the choice of what to
include and what to leave out. You 
can even move
objects around
to create 
a better
composition, 

t

Part 2 How to add contrast and interest to a scene 
of a side street in shadow, by Colin Joyce

Winter warmer

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Practise watercolour techniques

n Build colour-mixing confidence

n How to add contrast 
in your paintings 

You will need
n Surface
l Saunders 

Waterford 
300gsm Rough 
watercolour 
paper 15x11in. 
(38x28cm)

n Brushes 
l Large wash brush
l Pointed Rounds

Nos. 14 & 12 
(I use Escoda
Perla Series 1430)

n Artists’ watercolour
l Yellow ochre
l Burnt sienna
l Cadmium orange
l Alizarin crimson
l Manganese blue hue 
l Ultramarine blue

Demonstration Orvieto Side Street

Your reference
for this project: 
a photograph 
of Orvieto in
Umbria, Italy 

t

The pencil
sketch of 
the scene

t

Watercolour

as the photograph is only a starting point.
When you see something that catches

your eye, take a shot immediately then, 
if the moment hasn’t passed, recompose 
it for a better composition. Perhaps zoom
in or move to another side. If you try to
achieve the ideal composition first, more
often than not you’ll miss the magic
moment. LP
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Watercolour

Demonstration continued

Step 4 Foreground shadows
Now you are ready to define the shape of the
foreground, which is all in shadow. Although
the background buildings have a warmer tone,
they will still be pushed back because of the
depth and contrast about to be applied.
Combine ultramarine blue with a small amount
of alizarin crimson and burnt sienna to create 
a dark tone. You need quite a pool of colour
here as it has a large area to cover. Use the wash
brush again to apply this, being careful along
the edges of the building and the shutters, 
but applying liberally elsewhere. Here and 
there dip your brush into the individual 
colours to create variation in the tone.

t

Step 1 Drawing
After fixing the paper to a plywood board
using masking tape, draw the main subject
onto the paper using a 2B pencil. I didn’t
add the figure at this stage; she would be
added later pretty much as a silhouette.

t

Step 2 First washes 
1 Make separate watery pools of yellow
ochre, burnt sienna and manganese blue hue
(or you can use cerulean blue or cobalt blue). 
2 Tilt the board about 30 degrees to 
allow the washes to flow down the paper
surface and begin by painting the sky 
with the wash brush. 
3 Next cover the building with yellow 
ochre, being careful to avoid areas you 
wish to leave white at this stage. 
4 Whilst this is wet add touches of burnt
sienna here and there. Before it dries apply
more burnt sienna for the roof tiles, this time
with less water in the mix to avoid runbacks.

t

Step 3 The background 
Add more pigment to your pools of yellow ochre
and burnt sienna to make them less watery.
Now, using a large pointed Round brush, begin
to create form in the background buildings
using those colours, occasionally adding 
a touch of ultramarine blue here and there. 

t

Step 5 The figure
Time now to add the figure. Position
her so the silhouette stands out against
the sunlit wall behind and draw the
outline with a 2B pencil.

t
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Colin Joyce
Based in Fife, Scotland, Colin works in both oils and
watercolours. He regularly conducts demonstrations 
and workshops for art groups throughout the UK. 
In 2019 he will be tutoring workshops in Texas
(April), Croatia (May), Venice and Umbria (June) as
well as exhibiting at Patchings Art, Craft & Design
Festival in July. To find out more visit
www.colinjoyceart.com where you can also sign 
up for his newsletter. See opposite for details of 
his Italian holidays with Arte Umbria. 

Step 7 The detail 
1 Without waiting for the foreground to dry paint the figure
using the smaller of your pointed Round brushes so her feet
blend into the ground. Make her slightly darker than the
surrounding area so you are really drawn to the figure. 
2 Add details such as the streetlamps and a touch of alizarin
crimson dulled down by ultramarine blue in the planter on
the balcony. Make it too bright and it will draw your eye to it. 
3 To complete the streetlamps take a touch of white gouache
(Chinese white will also do) and grey it down a touch with
some of the shadow mix from your palette. Carefully paint 
the effect of the opaque glass sides.
4 At this point, I took a quick look around and all seemed
well. In fact, in the foreground buildings details and textures
had appeared from nowhere as it dried; that’s the magic of
watercolour, it does really paint itself. All that remained was
to sign it, remove the masking tape and call it done. 

t

Step 6 Work on the darks
1 To create a little more detail in the background buildings – without them 
becoming too defined – use the same colours but with less water to repaint the walls,
rooftops and add a window or two using the pointed Round brush. A quick dry with 
a hairdryer then add shadows with a watered-down version of the mix from Step 4.
2 Now to tackle the foreground. A creamy mix of the ultramarine blue, alizarin
crimson and burnt sienna is needed and, again, whilst being applied each 
individual colour component should also be added almost neat here and there.
Notice I didn’t cover everything but allowed that first wash to show through 
to create form and definition.

t

The finished painting Orvieto Side Street, watercolour, 15x11in. (38x28cm)t
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This month we will concentrate 
on drawing rocks, stones, cliffs
and mountains. I mentioned last

month that there are four basic shapes
that form most of the objects we draw,
namely: blocks, cylinders, spheres and
prisms. With just a little adjustment to
the outer contour lines, we can use
these basic shapes to draw some of the
features of the landscape. For example,
we can use blocks to represent the
shapes of rocks and stones. A sphere
can become a smooth pebble. A tree
trunk can be seen as the basic shape 
of a cylinder.
For this month’s exercises choose

whether you want to use a fountain pen
with a fine or extra fine nib, or technical
pens Nos. 0.1 & 0.5. If you are using a
fountain pen with pigment (permanent)
ink, remember to use the converter we
mentioned last month to fill your pen
directly from a bottle of ink. This needs
to be ink that has been specifically
designed for fountain pens. Platinum
Carbon Ink is a good example. Other
ink types will block the nib and make
cleaning very difficult.
For the surface, either choose 200gsm

drawing paper or heavier, or
watercolour paper if you intend to use
water-soluble ink. 
Having chosen your preferred drawing

materials, we now need to build up our

pictures in stages. We do this by
examining different features of the
landscape and mastering the drawing
of each one before we tackle a
complete picture. If we know how 
to draw each individual feature, we
will then have the skills to draw any
landscape picture we like. Don’t rush;
take your time.

Using perspective 
When drawing any feature of the
landscape, it is important to have 
a line of reference on which to base
our shapes. This line of reference will
be our horizon or eye line. If we
know where the horizon is, we can

then use the rules of perspective to
place our landscape features. This
can be achieved in several ways:
Position Lower down on the picture
depicts an object that is nearer to us
than one higher up on the page.
Size Larger in the foreground,
smaller in the distance.
Overlap The overlapping object 
must be the one that is nearest to us.
Detail More detail close up, less
detail further away.
Contrast/tone Lighter in the distance,
darker in the foreground.
Lines will be broken and indistinct 
in the distance, firmer and more
solid in the foreground.

Part 2 Anne Kerr demonstrates how to draw rocks, stones, 
cliffs and mountains using a variety of pen techniques

Studies in the landscape

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n First look at perspective 

n How to simplify the shapes of
landscape elements

n How to create three-dimensional
form 

Pen and ink

ROCKS
Rocks are three-dimensional objects and can be represented by a block shape. 

If the light source is coming from
the upper right-hand corner, we can
shade the block using just three
values, the white of the paper being
the lightest. This enhances the
three-dimensional look. 

t

The basic block shape can be
drawn in many different orientations
and can be distorted to look long
and thin, short and fat or lop-sided. 

t

Here are three round balls on the same level, near the viewer.t

These three balls are
clearly at varying distances
from the viewer. We only
know this because of the
reference line (the horizon)
and the size of the balls. 
If we remove the horizon
reference line, the balls will
appear to be floating away
into the air. Now let’s look at
the three features of the
landscape we are studying 
in this part of the series,
namely rocks, stones, cliffs
and mountains.

t
Ground level

Horizon

Light
source
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t

Pen and ink

This shows variations of the
basic block shape, which have
been shaded according to the
direction of the light source. If
we now change the outer edges
of these shapes we make forms
that represents rocks. 

t Seeing objects as
basic shapes first helps
us to achieve the
three-dimensional
form before we
become overwhelmed
with finer detail.

t

EXERCISE 1
Now that we know how to draw a basic
rock form, we can join up some of the
forms to make a pile of rocks. 

1 Look carefully and you will 
be able to imagine the basic block
shape for each stone, even though
some of the sides are not visible. 

t

2 Here the section of rocks within the
red rectangle of the photo are drawn as
basic block shapes. 

t

3 I changed the contours
and added shading to turn
the block shapes into
realistic-looking rocks. Don’t
lose sight of the basic block
shape of each rock and the
three tones of shading.
Drawing features such as
rocks without first thinking
of them as three-
dimensional objects will
make your drawings look
flat and uninteresting. 

t

4 The rocks have 
been drawn with only 
one side visible. Compare
this with the pile of very
realistic three-dimensional
rocks above.

t

Light
source

Light
source

Light
source
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Pen and ink

CLIFFS AND MOUNTAINS
We can think of cliffs and mountains as just very large
rocks. Cliffs tend to have a flatter top with more vertical
structures. Mountains have a more triangular shape with
the rock formations lying at various angles. To make our
drawings of cliffs and mountains more interesting, we could
now add another of our basic shapes namely the prism.

STONES
Stones are just small rocks so can be treated in a similar
way, however, very small stones and pebbles have often
been worn smooth by the elements. Small stones can still
be represented by the block shape, but with more rounded
contours. The sphere shape can now be introduced to
represent tiny pebbles. Remember that the sphere shape
must still be drawn in its three-dimensional form. Careful
shading can help with this. Shading lines must follow the
contours of the object and should be curved not straight. 

1 Just as we did with the block shape, 
try drawing a few prisms at various angles,
distort them slightly then shade them with

t 2 Now, as before, change the
contours of the prisms to look more
like cliffs and mountains. Keep the
three-dimensional prism shape in
your mind as you shade them. 

t

3 We can now move on to use both the block and the prism
shape together to make a convincing range of mountains or
cliffs; here’s how. Draw your basic prism shapes for the outline
of the mountains, then ‘stick on’ block shapes to represent
protruding edges and ravines. You can see these drawn in red 

t

4 Change the contours of the shapes and shade according
to the direction of light. You now have a range of mountains.
Simple! Cliffs could be drawn the same way with the features
having a more vertical look and a flatter top.

t

three tonal values. Have the light
source coming from the same direction
as before (top right-hand corner). 

EXERCISE 2

TIP Make a habit of drawing directly with
your ink pen without using a pencil outline
first. You will gain more confidence this way!

Light
source

Light
source
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Anne Kerr 
Anne is an internationally 
known artist who teaches on
painting holidays. She gives talks
and painting demonstrations, 
and undertakes animal portrait
commissions in soft pastel. 
Full details can be found at 
www.annekerrartstudio.com or
contact her by email at
annekerrartstudio@outlook.com

Pen and ink

Be adventurous 
Until now, we have just used straight
lines and basic cross-hatching to 
show shadows. The direction of 
your strokes will always tell a story.
Remember the golden rule of
consistency of stroke and, where
possible, following the form of the
object in question. Straight and
horizontal lines show flat surfaces,
curved lines show curved surfaces.
Texture lines depict the feel of the
object’s surface. 
Use the basic shapes of blocks, prisms

and spheres to draw cliffs, mountains,
rocks and pebbles. Do the same

Look at the examples of the shading patterns I have drawn here. You can probably suggest features that these patterns could represent.
This list is not exhaustive. Why not think up some for yourself?

t

Here is a drawing of cliffs and rocks. You should be able to spot some of the drawing techniques we have learned so far. Straight flat cross-
hatching lines can become a little monotonous. Using shading patterns instead bring life to our drawings. However, there is nothing wrong 
in using straight cross-hatch lines on top of shading patterns to obtain an even greater depth of value.

t

drawings again changing the direction
of the light source. Carefully shade
your drawings accordingly. Use some
new textural shading lines rather than
the basic flat cross-hatching strokes.
Remember to make your shading lines
follow the form of the object or to
enhance its texture. Make up some
texture patterns for yourself. Be
adventurous. Don’t rush your drawings
and keep your shading strokes
consistent.
Next month we will look at the

techniques required to draw walls, 
gates and fences. LP
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If your coloured pencil skills stopped at
map colouring in school, I suggest you
give them another try. If you want a

near-relaxing new medium to explore or 
a medium that doesn’t run away with you,
pick up a pencil. If you want a non-
messy, go-anywhere medium that adapts
to a slow gentle build up of colour as well
as the fluidity and expressiveness of line,
try coloured pencils. If you enjoy slow art,
the gradual blending and building of
colour, you will love them. If you like to
work quickly and expressively with line,
coloured pencils will do that, too. 

Types of coloured pencil
There are various types of coloured pencil
set in wooden casing available on the
market. They include: charcoal based
(charcoal with pigment added); pastel
pencils (pigment with clay added); water-

soluble (also available in stick form),
which can be used dry; turpentine soluble;
and non-soluble (pigment with synthetic
resin added). In this article I want to
demonstrate the qualities of dry coloured
pencils. If you are a watercolourist you
may already have a set of water-soluble
pencils. If so, they can be used dry, and
will behave the same way as ordinary
coloured pencils.

Coloured pencils are sold in sets and
also singly. If you are new to the medium,
a set of 12 will provide the basic colours. 
I recommend you then add single pencils
of various greys and different greens,
although a gorgeous set of 30 or so in 
a tin is not to be refused as a present!

There are several makes of pencil
available to buy, generally compatible
with each other, although I used the
excellent Pablo pencils by Caran d’Ache
for all the images in this article. 

Suitable surfaces 
Coloured pencils work well on all drawing
papers, as they render colour better on 
a smooth surface. Cartridge paper, Bristol
board (a highly smooth paper generally
sold for pen and ink work) is also good,
as is coloured paper; even black works
well. Coloured mountboard sold for
picture framing is also a good surface, 
and a framer will probably sell you some
cheaply as they come from the centre 
of cut mounts. Watercolour paper, if it is
Hot-pressed (smooth), can also be used.

Part 2 Coloured pencils First steps in working with coloured pencils, 
the materials you will need and some easy mark-making exercises, by Linda Birch

Let’s start with art

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Know your materials

n Quick techniques to try

Coloured pencils

If you haven’t tried coloured pencils before,
try this apple as your first subject. The
various colours and tones are an ideal way to
learn about blending and building up colour. 

Step 1 
1 Draw the apple on heavyweight cartridge
paper using a grey coloured pencil, as graphite
pencils do not mix well with coloured pencil. 
2 Beginning with the lightest colour, which is
yellow, make a controlled scribble of pale yellow

t

over the entire apple. 
3 Add a little yellow ochre on the shadowed
areas.
4 Use a short hatching line with orange over most
of the yellow area of apple, except the lightest
yellow areas. Follow the form of the apple.
5 Add a little grey for the shadow beneath 
the apple.

Demonstration Apple

You will need
n Surface
l Heavyweight cartridge
paper 9x91⁄2in. (23x24cm)

n Caran d’Ache Pablo
coloured pencils
l Grey
l Pale yellow
l Yellow ochre
l Orange
l Scarlet
l Purple violet
l Burnt umber
l Black 
l Spruce green

Japanese Anemones, Caran d’Ache Pablo
pencils on black paper, 113⁄4x8in. (30x20cm).
Coloured pencil is widely used in botanical art
as the subject is ideal for careful building and
blending of colours. On a coloured surface,
such as black paper, light-coloured flowers look
especially effective. The Japanese anemone
with its strong sculptural bud stems was
worked in white to create a base colour and by
varying the pressure I was able to create light
and shadow on the petals. Pink was added
with yellow for the centre. The buds were
umber with a little carmine and white, as were
the stems. The leaves were grass green and
spruce with white added on the edges. 

t

Your subject t
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Erasers
A small electric eraser removes small 
areas without damage to paper or colour.
A plastic rubber can also be used,
especially if small wedges are cut from it.
There are other products, but a decent
surface, an eraser and coloured pencils
are all you need to begin.

Pencil sharpeners
To keep pencils as sharp as possible, 
I recommend a sharpener or a small craft
knife. The colour shavings are useful for
blending on the paper.

TECHNIQUES
There are several ways of building,
blending and overlaying coloured 
pencil, all of which are erasable.
Stippling A series of small dots of 
colour, building up a surface of colour.
Like pointillism, when viewed from 
a distance, the dots mix optically.
Hatching and cross-hatching These are
short parallel lines that build up tone and

I cannot think of a more relaxing and
absorbing way to slow yourself down.
This medium is definitely an antidote for
the stressful speed of most people’s lives,
and it’s easy to correct so no fear of
disasters. I recommend it! LP

Step 3
1 To complete the apple, add black to spruce
green to create a dark rich background. 
2 Finally, gently apply the shadow under 
the apple with grey.

t

Step 2
1 Use scarlet to make the stripes on the
apple, with the addition of carmine and 
a little purple violet for the dark areas.  
2 Burnt umber is used to create the dent at
the top of the apple and to add the shadow
on the side and lower part of the apple. 
3 Having looked at the drawing, 

t

I repositioned the stalk using an eraser 
at this point. 
4 Add black under the base of the apple.
Use a lot more pressure to lay the colour
to create a rich vibrant tone.

Linda Birch
Find out more about Linda
and her work by visiting
www.theartistlindabirch.co.uk

The Grand Canyon, Pablo coloured pencil on cartridge paper, 13x20in (33x51cm). If you are a
watercolourist, try laying a pale wash of watercolour first to create a ‘key’ of colour then work over
the top in dry coloured pencil; it works very well. I used this method with this view of The Grand
Canyon, using the pencils quite freely in some areas, with more controlled details in other parts.

colour. Lines laid over at about 45 degrees
become cross-hatching and are used to
build up intensity and mix colours.
Knitting or controlled scribble This is
colour built up by moving the pencil
around and around on the paper.
Increased pressure makes a strong colour,
and lighter pressure creates paler hues.
Dust This is the colour shed by
sharpening, creating a fine dust that can
be smudged to create a layer of colour.
White pencil can be used to lighten
colours and also blend them if a blender
is not available.

Various types of marks made by coloured
pencils (from bottom): stippled dots, hatching
and cross hatching, controlled scribble and
smudged coloured pencil dust. 

t

The finished drawing Apple, Pablo coloured pencil on cartridge paper, 9x91⁄2in. (23x24cm)t
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Most of the island’s inhabitants
live in the pretty port town of

Gialós. Its pastel-coloured neo-
classical villas and mansions cling to
the hillsides above the perfect semi-
circled natural harbour where the water is
as deep a blue as the skies. The harbour and
quayside bustle with activity and there is
always something to paint. There is a constant
toing and froing of fishing boats, ferries and
yachts, and the quayside is lined with shops,
tavernas and a clock tower. Above the hustle
and bustle of Gialós is Chorió (the old town),
which is a maze of steps and alleyways lined
with old houses, churches, family tavernas 
and crumbling buildings. 
An air of calm and tradition pervades. Life

here has changed little over the centuries;
children play in the alleyways; old ladies,
dressed in black, sit crocheting on doorsteps;
men gather and chat under trees or play
backgammon; and cats sun themselves around
flower pots. There are no motorised vehicles 
in the old town, but there is a shuttle bus up
the hill. 

You’ll stay in a former sea
captain’s home, which is on the
water’s edge and in the older part
of the harbour. The hotel has
retained all the traditions of its

former era and has the welcoming
atmosphere of a private house. Its roof-top
terrace is an ideal place from which to paint 
the wonderful views across the harbour and to
capture the sun setting over Chorió. Rick Stein
filmed his European series from the hotel’s
restaurant, which has al fresco dining on the
harbour wall. There is a pretty swimming beach
just around the headland from the hotel and at
the nearby fishing village of Pedi.  
June is a delightful time to be in Greece. It is

warm enough to paint en plein air, the light is
excellent and the colours are still fresh. Symi 
can only be reached by ferry from Rhodes, has
limited accommodation and very few beaches
and so does not attract the masses.
Your first night will be spent in the old town 

of the Knights St John, Rhodes, and the following
morning there will be time to do some painting
here before taking the ferry to Symi. 

Haidee-Jo Summers ROI, ARSMA is an
accomplished plein-air figurative artist. She 
is a very approachable host artist who makes
every student feel very welcome and
comfortable. Haidee-Jo will provide
demonstrations, individual guidance and
tuition as and when appropriate. She will be
working on her own paintings and is happy for
you to work alongside her or independently.
This semi free-style painting holiday is most
suitable for intermediate and advanced
students. 
•Number of students 8 to 12
•Media Oils, but all media welcome

•Price per person £3,695  
•Price includes flights, ferry, hotels,
breakfasts and dinners, guest artist 
and travel escort. 

Leisure Painter magazine has been offering overseas painting holidays since 1990 led by professional artists. These holidays are organised by fully licensed operator Spencer Scott Travel Services CAA ATOL 3471

FOR FULL DETAILS CONTACT 01825  714310 art@spencerscott.co.uk www.spencerscotttravel.com

PAINTING HOLIDAY

Other well-known artists leading our painting holidays in 2019 include Lucy Willis to The Holy Land, Lachlan Goudie ROI to Petra, 
Peter Brown HON PNEAC, ROI, RBA, PS, RP to Istanbul, Richard Pikesley RWS NEAC to Iceland, and Hazel Soan to Venice and The Serengeti 

1–10
June 2019

Polperro Harbour, oil by Haidee-Jo Summers

Symi is a painter’s dream. It is one of the most
quintessential sun-drenched islands in Greece. 
The natural harbour and amphitheatre of pastel-
coloured neo-classical villas have long appealed to
artists. Haidee-Jo Summers will be working in oils.

Haidee-Jo Summers

Paint on the Greek Island of Symi
with Haidee-Jo Summers ROI, ARSMA

LP Dec Symi Holiday_News 1st  15/10/2018  11:13  Page 6
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Part 2 Following last month’s look at techniques and colours, Matthew Evans
takes you through the process of painting semi-abstract, impasto flowers

Beginners’ acrylics

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
n Practise impasto techniques 

n How to paint with acrylics

Acrylics

You will need
n Surface
l Pre-primed stretched
canvas; a deep-edge
canvas could also 
be used 12x9in. 
(30.5x23cm) 

n Daler-Rowney 
System 3 acrylics
l Cerulean blue
l Cadmium yellow hue
l Titanium white
l Naples yellow
l Crimson
l Phthalo blue
l Deep violet
l Cadmium orange 

n Brushes 
l Synthetic flats 

1⁄2in. and 3⁄4in. 
l Synthetic Round
No. 5 

l Hogs hair brush
No. 3 

l Rigger No. 1 

n Miscellaneous
l HB pencil for
sketching

l 11⁄2in. foam roller
l Stay-wet or tear
paper palette for
acrylics

l Flow improver
medium for
acrylics

l Winsor &
Newton 
Galeria white
modelling paste

l Vallego red
oxide texture
paste 

l Tap water for
colour mixing
and cleaning
brushes 

Step 1 
I began with 
a very loose
general sketch of
the main areas
with a HB pencil,
just to loosen me
up and establish
the main
composition

t

The finished painting
Flowers at Hill Top, Near
Sawrey, Cumbria, acrylic,
12x9in. (30.5x23cm)

t

Your
reference photo
for this
demonstration

t
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Acrylics

Step 4
I moved on to a more opaque technique as 
I added titanium white to the palette to lessen
the transparency and used just a little tap water
to work the colours. I mixed titanium white and
cerulean blue to block in the sky, working
around the trees using a 1⁄2in. flat brush. The
chiselled edge was good for dabbing on multiple
blocks of pure cadmium yellow, phthalo blue
and crimson to build up the surface.

t

Step 5 
1 The texture was added with the help of the
Round No. 5 brush and later a No.1 Rigger to
add both smaller areas of thicker opaque colour
straight from the tube and texture paste straight
from the pot. This has the same consistency 
as the paint but maintains its peaks and dries
solid. I often use a No. 3 hog hair brush for this,
as they are stiffer and suit a stipple technique.
2 I placed the texture paste in the areas where

t

the flowers were going to be and the red
oxide paste added a warm red glow that
complemented the greens in the background
and added a deeper colour to the orange
flowers that were go on top. I usually do this
at the end of a painting session to allow 
the paint to dry overnight. 
3 Cadmium yellow, cadmium orange, Naples
yellow and white were added for the flowers.  

Step 2
To keep the initial painting loose and lively, I used the ¾in. and ½in. flat brushes
and a palette of cerulean blue, cadmium yellow, Naples yellow, crimson and deep

violet mixed with a little flow improver to
block in the main tonal and colour areas.
In a matter of moments the painting was
well under way, with cadmium and Naples
yellow for a brighter green on the left-
hand side and crimson added for a darker
green lower down. To the left-hand side
deep violet was used to begin to establish
the background trees.

t

Step 3 
1 I then covered the whole background
with a mix of cerulean blue, cadmium
yellow, crimson, phthalo blue and deep
violet to establish the dark background,
which will eventually contrast so well
with the brightness of the flowers. 
2 A foam roller was then used to roll in
multiple directions to blend the colours
towards the lower trees. The addition 
of flow improver helped this.

t

Demonstration continued
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Matthew Evans
Based in Brighouse, West Yorkshire, Matthew finds inspiration 
in subjects rich in colour, light and texture. Favourite themes
include atmospheric sunsets to bright floral scenes. Join 
Matthew on Facebook at www.facebook.com/matthew
evansartist; email mattyevans3@virginmedia.com or reach 
all his websites via bouncesite.com/Matthewevansartist

Step 6
I continued to add texture to the
flowers and tree trunks with the
Rigger and a mix of cadmium
orange, phthalo blue and crimson.
As the trees had become quite
solid I added ‘bird holes’ with 
an opaque mix of cerulean blue
and titanium white.

t

TIP The texture
paste can also be
added to the paint.

The finished painting
Flowers at Hill Top, Near
Sawrey, Cumbria, acrylic,
12x9in. (30.5x23cm)

t
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LP Marketplace
To advertise your holiday, course or business call 
Anna-Marie now on 01778 392048

Holidays & Courses

Holidays & Courses
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LP MarketplaceLP Marketplace
To advertise your holiday, course or business call To advertise your holiday, course or business call 
Anna-Marie now on 01778 392048

THE SKY’S 
THE LIMIT

Call Anna-Marie to 
discover the opportunities available to you.

T: 01778 392048  E: annamarieb@warnersgroup.co.uk

WHEN IT COMES TO ADVERTISING 
WITH LEISURE PAINTER

Art breaks in Exmoor
www.shorlandoldfarm.co.uk

Call Sandy on 01598 763505
Email: enquiries@shorlandoldfarm.co.uk

Beautiful location
Good food
Friendly atmosphere
Courses for all abilities

Non-painting partners welcome
Ready-made groups also welcome

Artrtr brerer aksksk in ExExE moor
wwwww wwww .w.wshorlandoldfafaf rm.co.uk

Call Sandy on 01598 763505
Email: enquiries@shorlandoldfafaf rm.co.uk

Beautifufuf l locatata ion
Good fofof od
Friendly atata mosphere
Courses fofof r all abilities

Non-painting partrtr ners welcome
Ready-made groups also welcome

PAINTING COURSES IN NORFOLK 
AND CORFU. 1-7 day and weekly art 
courses painting fl owers and gardens, 
landscapes, watercolour or line and 
wash with Jan Blanch in Norfolk also
Brusho classes. Very good accommodation. 
Painting holidays in Corfu. 
Tel: 01493 393639 or 07702 069300 
Email: janblanchartist@gmail.com
www.janblanch.co.uk

LEARN AT HOME
Watercolour and drawing. Beginners/
advanced correspondence courses. 
Easy, relaxed, thorough. Details: 
Jenny Trotman NDD. Tel: 01305 264568  
www.catswhiskersart.co.uk
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THE SKY’S 
THE LIMIT

Call Anna Marie to discover the 
opportunities available to you.

T: 01778 392048
E: annamarieb@

warnersgroup.co.uk

WHEN IT COMES TO ADVERTISING 

WITH LEISURE PAINTER

Holidays & Courses

PAINTING  HOLIDAYS!
&!

STRUCTURED COURSES!
with   Linda H Matthews!

NORFOLK !
SUFFOLK !
LONDON!
FRANCE!

MOROCCO!

Small Groups, Qualified Tutor!
Traditional  Alla prima Techniques!!Tel: +44 01692 630485!
paintncanvasholidays.co.uk

Email: info@watermill.net
Call Bill or Lois: 0039 327 379 9178

PAINTING COURSES. 1-7 day 

and weekly art courses painting 

fl owers and gardens, landscapes, 

watercolour or line and wash with 

Jan Blanch in Norfolk also Brusho 

classes. Very good accommodation.

Painting holidays in Corfu. 

Tel: 01493 393639 or 07702 069300 

Email: janblanchartist@gmail.com

www.janblanch.co.uk

Art  &  Craft  Days  
The Butterßy Art & Craft Studio,

Flacks Green,Terling, Essex CM3 2QS


Enjoy  a  special  day  at  
The  Butter:ly  Art  &  Craft  Studio  

Popular Artists
Carole Massey, Marilyn Allis, 
Kay Elliott, Charles Evans, 

David Webb, Helen Rubinstein, 
Julia Tanner, Teresa Norfolk, 

Janie Pirie, Paul Alcock.
Contact Brian or Julie for more 

details: 01245 233459
 website: www.artandcraftdays.co.uk

email: info@artandcraftdays.co.uk
 Gift Vouchers 

website: www.artandcraftdays.co.uk
email: info@artandcraftdays.co.uk

Art Shops

Tel: 01453 886560
email: info@pegasusart.co.uk

Griffin Mill, Stroud, GL5 2AZ 

Suppliers of the finest
art materials

VISIT OUR ONLINE SHOP
FREE CATALOGUE

Framing

 

 - Plain wood or painted 

Call 01427 787318 or visit 
www.ashcraftframing.co.uk/store 

- Large, standard and bespoke sizes
- Inlay frame specialist

Ashcraft Framing 
 - Complete or self-assembly

Exclusive - St Ives/Nicholson style 
frames available on-line 

Artists Frames 
 - Save money on framing

LEARN AT HOME. Watercolour 

and drawing. Beginners/advanced 

correspondence courses. Easy, relaxed, 

thorough. Details: Jenny Trotman NDD. 

Tel: 01305 264568  

www.catswhiskersart.co.uk

Art Materials

Sidewinder Studio
01243 552186
Shop online

www.sidewinderstudio.co.uk

CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING SUPPLIES

We have an extensive range of high quality, 

authentic Chinese Brush Painting supplies, 

beautiful accessories and specialist books. 

• Over 300 titles in stock

• Starter packs for beginners

Celebrating our 15th year
• Proven reputation for excellent courses
• Friendly atmosphere with home-cooked food
• Rural studio it its own grounds and gardens
• Excellent local accommodation nearby 
• High pro� le, popular tutors 
Fraser Scarfe, Roger Dellar, Carole Baker,
Sylvia Paul, Robert Dutton and many more…

Call Allison Bond for details: 01255 820466
allison@watershedstudio.co.uk
www.watershedstudio.co.uk
St Clere’s Hall Lane, St Osyth,
Clacton on Sea, Essex, CO16 8RX

Celebrating our 15th year

Watershed 
Studio

allison@watershedstudio.co.uk

Contact Linda Matthews, Broad Skies Gallery, Ludham Bridge,
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29 5NX. Telephone 01692 630485;
email linda@paintncanvasholidays.co.uk or visit
www.paintncanvasholidays.co.uk.

Artist and holiday organiser, Linda Matthews is passionate
about painting from life, en plein air, and in fact was the
founder of the first four-day plein air painting festival –

A Brush with the Broads – in 2014. Her schedule is a busy one,
with courses ranging from weekly morning classes to week-long
painting holidays both in this country and abroad. What they 
all have in common is her dedication to getting out there and
becoming aware of what is around you. “Wherever you look
there is something to paint,” she says. “You can never be bored
with a pencil and a sketchbook.” 

Her tuition style is warm and encouraging, making her holidays
the perfect choice for beginners who need a bit of courage to
brave painting outside the comfort of a studio. On offer this year
are her usual weekly classes held on a Thursday morning at her
studio at Broad Skies Gallery in Ludham, as well as her weekend
courses. These include a two-day Paint in the Garden course
based at nearby East Ruston Vicarage Gardens. There are also
week-long Norfolk plein air painting holidays, walking and
sketching in the Broads National Park, as well as holidays
abroad. Next year, Linda will be running painting holidays to
France, Morocco and to Polizzi Generosa in Sicily. 

Linda is generous with her teaching experience and is happy to
tailor courses to meet the needs of individuals - whether it’s one-
to-one tuition that’s needed or special courses for groups. Look
on the website for full details of all the courses and options on
offer. You’ll even find some step-by-step tutorials to follow.

Holidayof the month
PAINT ‘N CANVAS HOLIDAYS 

Linda Matthews demonstrates in the port at Mèze,
Languedoc, France on one of her Paint ‘N Canvas holidays

t
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https://watermill.net

•  Bespoke watercolour painting holidays for small 
groups in a picturesque Tuscan hill town.

•  Enjoy painting beautiful locations with established 
artist Elizabeth Cochrane as your guide sharing with 
you her 20 years of local knowledge.

• Emphasis on plein-air painting.
•  All abilities welcome. 
• Some art materials and equipment are provided.
•  Also available for daily painting lessons.

BESPOKE PAINTING HOLIDAYS IN TUSCANY

Tel: 0039 338 3875128 or email liz@elizabethcochrane.com 
Visit the website for testimonials www.elizabethcochrane.com

Celebrating our 7th year
High profile, talented tutors for 2019 include:

Vic Bearcroft, Tony Allain, Jake Winkle, 
Glyn Macey, Stephie Butler, Charles Evans 

and many more…
Bookings now being taken for 2019 

Drop-in & Paint days every week

The Old School Studio
Whittlesford, near Cambridge 

Inspirational Workshops in a Unique Venue

Email: info@theoldschoolstudio.co.uk   www.theoldschoolstudio.co.uk
Call Val Pettifer 01223 833064

“Your First & Best Choice for a Painting Holiday”

ovely ainting oliday dventure

Somerset, Exmoor National Park & North Devon Coast,
North Cornwall, Lake District, Wye Valley, Jersey (CI),
Provence, France & The Western Algarve, Portugal

Paul Alcock, Grahame Booth, Jem Bowden, Joe Francis Dowden,
Rob Dudley, Jeremy Ford, Chris Forsey, Max Hale, Steve Hall,
Barry Herniman, Michal Jasiewicz, Carol Kibble, Arnold Lowrey,
Kevin Scully, Keiko Tanabe, Paul Weaver, David Webb,
Dave White, Sarah Wimperis, Jake Winkle & Peter Woolley

 01934 733877

 Organisers always on location with the group
 All Destinations researched thoroughly by Alpha beforehand
 At Alpha we use only proven tutors from around the world
 Art Materials included on selected holidays
 All Abilities & Non Painters Welcome
 Studio & Location based courses in all media
 All rooms en-suite & some Ground Floor rooms

Combined Sketching & Walking Holidays

art holidays in cornwall

Tel 01579 383491
www.callingtonartschool.com

‘a great deal more than just a painting holiday...’

Small Groups
Stunning Locations
4 Star Accommodation
All Abilities
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Holidays & Courses

Algarve • Morocco
Sicily • Devon

Scotland

www.painters-online.co.uk

Pain� ng Retreat
Chateâu de la Chesnaye

in the Loire Valley
Demonstra� ons and discussions on art by 

Jackson Wrede from Notre Dame University.
Private, luxurious en-suites. Wholesome French cuisine. 

Fabulous regional wines. Pain� ng materials included.

Sandra Kelly Williams
+353 86 045 5888

www.chesnaye.com   
info@chesnaye.com

Contact Elizabeth Cochrane at Via del Castello 37, Montisi,
Montalcino, 53024 Siena, Italy. Telephone (+39) 338 387
5128V; email: liz@elizabethcochrane.com;
www.elizabethcochrane.com 

British-born artist, Elizabeth Cochrane offers landscape
classes with a difference – teaching watercolour to tourists
during the summer in the area around the beautiful Tuscan

hilltop town of Montisi, where she has lived since 1997. So
passionate is she about her area that she decided to share her
skills with others and started to run art courses for all ages and
abilities, often painting step-by-step around a table or en plein air
in the inspiring countryside. This area of Italy is perfect for
painters, with its rolling hills and olive groves, medieval towns
and hilltop villages bathed in Mediterranean light. 

Tuition is carefully planned and tailored to every need so even
the most hesitant beginner has the confidence to develop their
work. Morning or afternoon lessons are held in a private garden
in Montisi, in Elizabeth’s own courtyard garden or in your own
villa, if you prefer. Elizabeth will take you through the process of
creating a complete watercolour. As visitors have described in the
many excellent testimonials on her website, taking home your
own watercolour painting is the best holiday memento you could
have. Average class sizes are around four. Accompanied children
are very welcome, making it ideal for families, and Elizabeth is
happy to tailor-make workshops for you or a group of artist
friends, making reservations and organising accommodation for
you in Montisi or nearby.

Holidayof the month
ELIZABETH COCHRANE
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Framing

 

 - Plain wood or painted 

Call 01427 787318 or visit 
www.ashcraftframing.co.uk/store 

- Large, standard and bespoke sizes 
- Inlay frame specialist 

Ashcraft Framing 
 - Complete or self-assembly  

Exclusive - St Ives/Nicholson style 
frames available on-line 

Artists Frames 
 - Save money on framing  

TUSCANY, Nr. Greve in Chianti
3rd to 10th June 2019

Informal and fun tuition with excursions and wine tasting!

WILLERSLEY CASTLE, Cromford, Derbys. DE4 5JH
28th April to 3rd May 2019 

Wonderful landscapes, canals and villages to paint

Also in 2019 dates to be con� rmed
CONSTABLE  COUNTRY, Dedham Hall, Essex

WYE VALLEY, nr. St.Briavels, Glos.

For more information please contact me,
Tel: 01526 320626     annebarnham@hotmail.co.uk

www.saa.co.uk/art/annebarnham

ANNE BARNHAM
 PAINTING HOLIDAYS IN 2019

Create Art with Us!
Fantastic art tuition for creative minds!

Learn the basics or develop your art 
skills in a warm, friendly, knowledgeable 
environment, where everyone is 
encouraged to be creative and original

Book online at - www.pureartworkstudio.co.uk
phone: 07900 606510 email: cate@pure-artwork.com

We offer workshops in the following: Watercolours, Oils, 
Acrylics, Graphite, Charcoal, Pastels, Svulpture, Lino Printing, 

Textiles, Photography, Digital Art, Mosaics and More!

01255 820466
Email: allison@watershedstudio.co.uk
www.watershedstudio.co.uk

St Clere’s Hall Lane, St Osyth, 
Clacton on Sea, Essex, CO16 8RX

• Proven reputation for quality courses
• Warm welcome & home-cooked food

• Rural studio in its own grounds
• Excellent local accommodation 

• High profi le, popular tutors 
Stephie Butler, Jamel Akib, 
Roger Dellar, Keith Morton, 
Sylvia Paul and many more.

Celebrating our 17th year

Watershed 
Studio

Join popular ar� st 
and experienced 
tutor Mike for 
a long weekend 
or a week’s all 
inclusive pain� ng 
holiday in France.

www.learntopaintinfrance.co.uk
With Mike Hall Des RCA.

See the website for details 
or call Mike on

01256 850167 or 07774 616361
bscshep@aol.com

Small pain� ng groups in Limousin. 
All levels welcome. 
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Holidays & Courses Art Materials

Art Shops

pegasusart.co.uk

PEGASUS ART
Finest Art Materials

SHOP ONLINE
www.pegasusart.co.uk

Art materials - Workshops -  Canvas Making
Free shipping over £50

info@pegasusart.co.uk     01453 886560 

Quality Handmade Artists’ Brushes

ENTER NOW
To win one of five sets of four
59ml bottles of ProColour™

Liquid Acrylics visit:

www.painters-online.co.uk

the online home of
and  

magazines, and click on the links 
to competitions. Closing date 

for entries is March 1, 2019. 
Winners will be selected at 

random from all online entries.

When completing your details please 
make sure you opt in to receive our 

great regular email newsletters so that 
we can keep you up to date with what’s 

new at PaintersOnline, including the 
latest features, images in the galleries, 

new competitions and other great offers.

PAINTERSONLINE
and ProColour Competition

PaintersOnline , the online
home of Leisure Painter and
The Artist has teamed up 
with ProColour™ to offer you
the chance to win one of five
sets of four 59ml bottles of
ProColour™ Liquid Acrylics.
Each set includes three
primaries and a white with a
total value of £34(rrp) per set.

ProColour™ is made to a unique
formula and offers the artist a
professional-quality pigment-rich paint
with a matte finish which is waterproof
when dry, allowing colours to be over-
painted without re-activating or
smudging. All 84 colours are water–based
and fully intermixable and are available in
59ml bottles. They are also non-toxic.

ProColour™ is suitable for all styles of
painting where purity, depth of colour
and permanence are essential. The
pigments are chosen for their high
lightfastness. With its high pigment

concentration ProColour™ provides
opacity when used straight from the
bottle as an acrylic or gouache but
allows for massive dilution creating the
translucency or transparency needed
by the watercolour artist. For more
information visit www.procolour.net
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WHAT TO READ THIS MONTH
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Dog portraits
What sets Dave White apart from other animal portrait artists
is his ability to really capture the character of his subjects in
acrylics. In his new book, Painting Dog Portraits in Acrylics, he
shares with us some of the technique he uses to do just that.
This is not a book for beginners, and it assumes some
experience with painting pet portraits, but Dave provides
detailed information on composition, colour, choosing
reference materials and essential painting techniques,
including how to paint the glint in an eye or the shine on a
nose. Three step-by-step projects include a short-haired dog,

Coloured pencil success
Following on from his popular titles,
Draw Faces in 15 Minutes, You Will Be
Able to Draw Faces by the End of  This
Book and How to Draw, Jake Spicer brings
us: You Will be Able to Draw by the End of
This Book: Coloured Pencils. Essentially a
tutorial and sketchbook combined, Jake
is an experienced drawing tutor who gets
to grips with the problems many amateur
artists face quickly and offers practical
solutions. Guided teaching and set
drawing exercises can be worked on the
page in spaces provided, allowing you to
build up your own record of progress. 
You Will be Able to Draw by the End of

This Book: Coloured Pencils by Jake Spicer.
Octopus, (p/b), £14.99.

Plants in watercolour
Nikki Strange’s Watercolour Plant Art,
brings a modern twist to botanical
painting by using the plants you can find
in the comfort of your own home as your
subjects. Twenty step-by-step projects
clearly demonstrate how to paint leafy
balms, exotic flowers and succulents,
which can then be used as stationary or
framed to display. The approach is clean
and contemporary and a 25-sheet
sketchpad is included with outlines of all
the projects pre-printed so you can get
started straight away.

Watercolour Plant Art by Nikki
Strange. Search Press, (p/b), £15.99.

Developing watercolour
Watercolours don’t have to be delicate
and subdued; they can be full of
vibrancy, texture and dynamism. Jane
Betteridge shows you how to be more
adventurous with the medium in
Dynamic Watercolours: an exploration of
colour, texture and technique. The book
includes numerous innovative
techniques, all clearly explained and
illustrated, step-by-step projects to show
you how to use and combine the
techniques you’ve learnt and over 70
inspiring finished paintings, which
demonstrate how crackle paste, metallic
leaf, print, modelling pastes and much
more can transform your watercolours.

Dynamic Watercolours by Jane
Betteridge. Search Press, (p/b), £15.99.

Visit www.painters-online.co.uk/store and click 
on the link to books to buy the latest practical 
art books available from LP’s online bookshop

FEBRUARY 2019 73

a long-haired dog and a group portrait. 
Painting Dog Portraits in Acrylics by Dave White. Search

Press, (p/b), £17.99.
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Brighouse Art Circle
Richard Kitson will be demonstrating
how to paint a portrait in oils to visitors
and members of the Brighouse Art
Circle, at 7.30pm on February 14.
Demonstrations take place at the Waring
Green Community Centre, Brighouse. 
For more information visit
www.brighouseartcircle@yahoo.co.uk

Tewkesbury Art Society
There are two demonstrations to look
out for at the Tewkesbury Art Society at
the beginning of the year. The first, on
January 22, will be a demonstration by
Paul Arnott on computer art,
10.15am to 12.30pm at the
Methodist Church Hall, By

www.painters-online.co.uk

Art clubs
OVER TO YOU FOR THE LATEST NEWS ON CLUB

EXHIBITIONS AND ACTIVITIES

CLUB EXHIBITIONS
n  Salisbury Group of Artists
Annual winter exhibition at Salisbury
District Hospital, Odstock Road, Salisbury
SP2 8BJ, until 4 January. Visit
www.salisburygroupofartists.co.uk

Demonstrations
Bedford Art Society
Retired engineer, Jim Coggins, will talk
to the Bedford Art Society about
photography, watercolour and framing
on Friday 1 February at Putnoe Heights
Church, Bedford MK41 8EB, 7.15 for a
7.30pm start. Entry is free for
members; £5 for visitors. Contact Jean
Paterson on 01234 307210 or visit
www.bedsartsociety.co.uk for information.

The Cross, Barton Street, Tewkesbury,
Gloucestershire; and the second on
Tuesday February 19, 10.15am to
12.30pm when artist, Paul Weaver will
demonstrate how to paint street scenes 
in line and wash. The hall is disabled
friendly and refreshments will be
available. All welcome; £5 entrance fee
for non-members. For further information
visit www.t-a-s.info 

Sidmouth Society of Artists
Kaili Fu will give a demonstration
entitled Bamboo Landscape in Chinese
Brush to members and visitors to the
Sidmouth Society of Artists, on February
28, 2 to 4pm. Demonstrations take place
at Kennaway House, Coburg Road,
Sidmouth, Devon EX10 8NG. Visitors are
very welcome; entrance £3.
Refreshments available. For more
information email
Terence.crook@btinternet.com

Hipperholme and Lightcliffe 
Art Society 
Artist, Matthew Evans (who wrote for
Leisure Painter last month) recently
demonstrated how to paint acrylics
using rollers to members of the
Hipperholme and Lightcliffe Art Society
(above left). The next demonstration will
be watercolour with Pat Jones on
Tuesday February 19, 7.30 to 9.30pm at
the Brighouse Rest Centre, Park Row,
Brighouse. For more information visit
www.handlas.co.uk

Members of the
Hipperholme and
Lightcliffe Art Society
enjoying a fun
evening with
Matthew Evans
playing with acrylic
paint and rollers to
create texture 

t

Highlights
Barbara Evans
Local artist, Barbara Evans, is celebrating a landmark birthday with
an exhibition of drawings and paintings at the Gallery Upstairs,
Upton Country Park, Poole, Dorset from 16 to 24 February. The work
on show celebrates her lifelong love of art. ‘The exhibition will give
me the chance to bring together and share with others all the
tremendous joy and pleasure I have found in producing my
artwork,’ she says. Spokesperson for the Gallery Upstairs, Liz Magee,
explains how she has admired Barbara’s work for many years. ‘It has
been a pleasure to work alongside Barbara as a fellow member of
Poole and East Dorset Art Society, and to watch the magical way she
transforms landscapes, buildings, life models and friends into
beautiful works of art’. All work will be for sale, with any remaining
items being auctioned at the gallery at 2.30pm on February 24. All
proceeds from the exhibition and auction will go to Prostate Cancer
UK, a cause close to Barbara as her husband died recently from the
disease. Barbara Evans: A Life in Art, will be on show at the Gallery
Upstairs, Upton Country Park, Poole, Dorset from February 16 to 24,
10am to 4pm daily. For more information visit www.thegalleryupstairs.org

Barbara Evans Portrait Study, pastel, 231⁄2x193⁄4in. (60x50cm)t
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How you can join in
To participate in our best in 
show feature, arrange for the
voting to take place at your 
next club exhibition, then send
Leisure Painter a photograph,
transparency or jpeg of the chosen
painting. We can only accept
sharp, high-resolution (300dpi)
images for reproduction purposes.
Attach details of the artist, title,
medium and dimensions, along
with details of the club itself. 
LP also welcomes art exhibition
listings, profiles, events, letters
and news. Send to Jane Stroud,
63/65 High Street, Tenterden, 
Kent TN30 6BD; or email
jane@tapc.co.uk

Art club gallery
BEST IN SHOW PAINTINGS

If you would like to see your 
art group’s winning paintings
reproduced here, encourage
visitors to your next exhibition to
vote for their favourite work. At
the end of the show, simply send
us the details and we’ll do our best
to include all paintings received.
Full details are given below.

Houghton Art Club Gillian Coates
Eric, oil on canvas, 153⁄4x113⁄4in.
(40x30cm). Gillian won the public’s
vote and was awarded the Anthony
Lynn Trophy at the Houghton Art Club’s
annual exhibition. Formed in 1087,
members meet weekly at Houghton
Miners Welfare Hall, in Houghton-le-
Spring, near Sunderland. For more
information visit
https://houghtonartclub.webs.com

t

The Post Office & BT Art Club
Jan Preston Ron McGill, pastel, 20x18in.
(51x46cm). Jan’s pastel painting features
the Post Office & BT Art Club’s vice
chairman and exhibition organiser, 
Ron McGill. Self-effacing Ron explains
that he was unaware that he was the
subject of Jan’s portrait, which took six
months to complete, and was even more
surprised when the painting was voted
the public’s favourite at the recent
exhibition. The Post Office & BT Art Club
was founded in 1906 to show work by
staff employed by the then Post Office
organisation, drawing members from
across the UK and abroad. If you would
like to find out more, visit
https://pobtartclub.wordpress.com

t

Winchester Art Club
Chris Prior Apple Day, oil
on board over a grisaille
underpainting,
291⁄2x231⁄2in. (75x60cm).
The Winchester Art Club
was founded in 1919,
and members meet on
Saturday afternoons, 2.30
to 5pm at All Saints Hall,
Petersfield Road,
Winchester, for a full
programme of events.
For more information
telephone the club
secretary on 01489
235644; email
membership@winart.
org.uk; or visit
www.winart.org.uk

t

Cheltenham Art Club Jill Hammond
Smeaton’s Pier, St. Ives, mixed media,
391⁄2x191⁄2in. (100.5x49.5cm). The
Cheltenham Art Club is one of the largest
art clubs in the country and has an
extensive range of classes and activities
for members to get involved with. New
members are welcome. Visit
www.cheltenhamartclub.co.uk for details.

t
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Altrincham Society of Artists Tom Russell Richard, charcoal on
gessoed cartridge paper, 151⁄2x22in. (39.5x56cm). Tom was inspired to
paint this after a birthday present of a Footplate Experience at the
Keighley and Worth Valley Light Railway, where, as a child, he lived
nearby. The engine is called Big Jim. The Altrincham Society of Artists
was established in 1937 and currently has over 170 members, who have
unlimited access to their own studio. There are informal painting
sessions held mornings and evenings throughout the week, as well as an
annual programme of formal workshops and demonstrations. Week-
long exhibitions are held twice a year, as well as an annual painting
holiday for members at a country venue. For more information visit
www.altrinchamsocietyofartists.org.uk

t

Brighouse Art Circle Chris Stocks Pembroke Castle,
watercolour, 121⁄2x173⁄4in. (32x45cm).
Moira Spencer Lane Side Shadows, watercolour,

153⁄4x113⁄4in. (40x30cm). Chris and Moira won joint first
prize for best in show at the annual exhibition of the
Brighouse Art Circle. This friendly and lively society has a
varied programme of events, including a monthly life-
model class, demonstrations, workshop and exhibitions.
For full details visit www.brighouseartcircle.co.uk

t

t
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Alice has always been interested in
drawing for as long as she can remember.
She studied metals and textiles at
university, but it is her sketchbooks that
have since become her real focus,
particularly capturing scenes inspired by
the Cornish landscape, where she lives.
She writes: ‘As an artist, I can’t help but
be constantly inspired by my
surroundings in Cornwall. I love the
beautiful landscapes, which change with
the seasons – dramatic coastlines with

This small acrylic painting by Alice Hole has great impact – and that is mainly
down to the colours she has used. What serendipity to find one of Britain’s most

colourful birds, settling on a tangle of brightly-coloured ropes! Here, Alice tells us
about her working practice, and her use of both colour and texture. If you would
like to see more of Alice’s work, post a comment or upload your own images to our
free online gallery, visit www.painters-online.co.uk

Online gallery
WWW.PAINTERS-ONLINE.CO.UK

Jane Stroud’s selection of works from our PaintersOnline gallery

Alice Hole A Cornish Robin, acrylic,
8x8in. (20x20cm)

t

vast skies, rolling turquoise seas, and the
historic mining towns with their quirky
architecture and meandering lanes. The
light in Cornwall is unique and like many
artists before me, this continues to be my
main source of my inspiration.
‘I came across this robin one day in

Cadgwith on The Lizard. I loved the fact
that he was sitting on colourful lobster
pots that were stacked higgledy-piggledy
where they’d been unloaded by local
fishermen. I wanted to capture the

softness of his plumage and the textures
of the ropes, which the lobster pots were
made out of, as well as the lovely colours
in the scene.
‘I always work from the background

forwards when using acrylic paint. I built
up lots of thin glazes to get the intensity
of the oranges and reds of the robin’s
chest feathers. The ropes of the lobster
pots took quite a lot of perseverance, as I
wanted to show them going in and out of
focus. I used larger brushes to achieve
the out-of-focus look and tried to use
fuzzy rather than hard lines.’ To see more
of Alice’s work go to www.alicehole.co.uk
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The online home of Leisure Painter

Spring flowers
with Peter Wood

�

Crocus with Andrew
Geeson

�How to paint primroses with
Karen Rice

�

This month: Early spring flowers

Find our friendly community of artists on PaintersOnline for more
videos, a free gallery, forums, blogs, hints & tips and much more!

�

Here are links to some of the
best practical art videos online,
recommended by our website
editor, Dawn Farley 

Visit https://painte.rs/2DGYJcR

Paint Cyclamen in 11 minutes
with Nicola Blakemore

�

�

�

48

immaculate, perfect, social media-
ready images. 

The advent of social media
In the days before the internet, an
artist’s sketchbook was more likely to
have been retained as reference. They
may have occasionally gone on display,
and pages may have been removed
from them to be framed and then
exhibited or sold. 
But social media has revolutionised
the way we share our sketchbook work,
particularly Instagram and Facebook,
but also Pinterest and Twitter, have

meant we can, within minutes, share
our images with a worldwide audience,
and get the dopamine hit that a wave
of likes and comments can bring. We
work to present ourselves on social
media in what we consider the very
best way, and so rather than the
experimental, ambitious or simply
playful work that we may produce, we
know from experience that it is likely to
be the traditional, realist, middle-of-
the-road approach that is likely to
gather a consensus online. Work that
takes us in new directions, or doesn’t
immediately have our usual look, may

www.painters-online.co.ukJanuary 2019artist

Use your sketchbooks creatively to work out ideas, experiment, make notes,
limber up and be bold, says James Hobbs

New directions

W
hile we all know it can be a
great idea to keep a
sketchbook, there is, of
course, no right or wrong

way to use them. They can be whatever
you want them to be to suit the way
you work. They may embrace colour, or
be relentlessly monochrome. Their
pages may reveal images straight out of
the imagination, or show scenes drawn
from observation that are rooted to a
time and specific place. But to view
some work online it is easy to assume
that the aim is to make sketchbooks
filled from front to back with ��

��Swasky Three Heads, fountain pen and brush pen, 4�113⁄4in (10�30cm).
‘This double page was an exercise that I recommend as an ice-breaker. On the left I took my watercolour palette and tested my yellows and then I
finished with the rest of my colours. On the right is an exercise for creating a pattern with watercolour.’

��Swasky Marina and Joan,
watercolour, 4�113⁄4in
(10�30cm).
‘Here I practise the use of
line and how different
drawing tools behave. In this
case I used a calligraphic
fountain pen and a brush
pen. For me what is really
important is firstly control
and afterwards,
improvisation.’
www.swasky.es

distraction of too much dense red.Finally the trumpet was revealed bypainting the bell and a little of the shaftof the instrument. Notice again how thehands are almost indistinct.

Self portraits
I think if you can accurately draw thefigure or a portrait then you can drawanything. The subtlety of the humanform in perspective is one of thehardest subjects to sketch and drawson all your observation skills in order toportray a good likeness. Although Icould have used a mirror for my selfportrait, I used a photo that showedgood light and shadow in my face.Painting a self portrait is just likepainting someone else, although thesitter can sometimes be more critical!

www.painters-online.co.uk

PRACTICAL
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��STAGE THREE
I added the eyes. I deliberately did this as aseparate stage so I could concentrate solelyon getting these shapes right

��FINISHED PAINTINGSelf Portrait, watercolour on Arches 140lb (300gsm) Rough, 131⁄2�91⁄2in (34�24cm).
I checked the composition for balance and added a little background colour to reveal the lower
left side of the face, although I could have left it as lost-and-found in the white paper

Jake’s paintings can be viewed in numerousgalleries including The Wykeham Gallery inStockbridge and Collier Dobson in Fordingbridge.His work is also available from his website. Jake’sbook Light and Movement in Watercolour isavailable from Batsford Books and his instructionalDVDs from Town House Films. Jake uses theLuxartis range of kolinsky brushes available fromwww.luxartis.biz. www.winkleart.com

TA

Since 1931 The Artist has been created by artists,
for artists. Published every four weeks, each issue
is packed with new ideas, expert advice and insight
into the work of professional artists, covering all
subject matter and media, to inspire, inform and
guide your technical and creative development

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
with a special introductory offer of your first 5 issues
for £5*. Your subscription will continue at only £9.99
by quarterly Direct Debit, making a regular 30%
saving. There is no minimum subscription period.

* Direct Debit only
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Jane Betteridge shows you how 
to make your waterco

lour paintings m
ore

vibrant and more dynamic by using wate
rcolour grounds

 

Dynamic surfaces 
for

watercolour

��

W
atercolour grou

nds have been

quite a revelat
ion for me, and

have taken my work forward
 to

another level. 
They are a

manufactured pr
imer medium that allows

artists to use w
atercolours on

 otherwise

unpaintable su
rfaces. Canvas

es and boards

are normally meant for the us
e of oils or

acrylics and ar
e primed accordingly

 with

gesso, but whe
n re-primed with this

medium, you can paint
 on them using

watercolours. O
ther surfaces, i

ncluding

plastic, wood, 
metal, ceramics and even

leather can be
 primed and painte

d on

using watercol
our with this p

rimer. It really

is so versatile.

It is available t
o buy in large 

and small

plastic bottles
 and tubs. I fav

our the white

and transparen
t ground but th

e medium is

also available 
in black, buff a

nd gold.

Without the prel
iminary preparat

ion of

applying the g
round, waterco

lour paint will

simply run off som
e surfaces. For

 this

reason, aim to cover the s
urface

completely with th
e ground, unle

ss the

surface you are
 preparing on 

is already

suitable for wa
tercolours (wat

ercolour

paper, for exam
ple).

Priming with tra
nsparent

watercolour gro
und

Transparent w
atercolour grou

nd is best

applied with a
n acrylic brush

 – these are

stronger than w
atercolour bru

shes, which

can be damaged by the m
edium – and

‘feathered’ out
 to the edges t

o a smooth

finish by using
 very light stro

kes. This

feathering tech
nique takes a 

little time but

is well worth th
e effort, as the

 result is a

really smooth finish, fre
e from lines and

brushmarks. 

1 Simply pour out a
 small amount of the

ground onto y
our surface, th

en begin to

smooth it out wit
h light strokes

 of an old

brush. 

2 Continue feath
ering out the s

urface, then

leave to dry. It
 will dry clear, 

allowing

whatever is be
neath to show

 through.

Mackerel on a m
ap

Because this tran
sparent waterco

lour ground

is colourless, it is
 ideal for using o

n top of

printed papers, a
llowing their pat

tern to show

through when w
atercolours are p

ainted over

it, as shown strik
ingly here

Go to www.painters-online.co.uk/store and enter code 
LPTA1902 or telephone 01580 763315 and quote code LPTA1902

artistwith
5 ISSUES FOR £5*

Develop your painting skills
www.painters-online.co.uk FEBRUARY 2019 £4.50

PLUS

artist

OILS

Try Richard Schmid’s
selective-start method

MIXED MEDIA

How to create colourful &
expressive landscapes

PASTELS

Develop new techniques to
create striking portraits

��Professor Christopher Orr MBE RA
discusses his narrative artworks

��How to paint beautiful
watercolour washes

��Capture winter afternoons in
acrylics in 3 easy stages

��Advice on working with a limited
palette

Plus

THE PRACTICAL MAGAZINE FOR ARTISTS  BY ARTISTS  –  S INCE 1931

Paint floral still lifes
in watercolour

80 PAGES • WATERCOLOURS • ACRYLICS • OILS • PASTELS & MORE!

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
5 ISSUES

FOR

£5*
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